Annual CBB Diversity Conf erence permanently a Colby event
By LIZ BOMZE
MANAGING EDITOR

Three years after former Student
Government Association President
Justin Ehrenwerth '01, Sounun Tek
'03, Lee Rankin '03, Rob Tarlock
'01 and Rob Henzi '01 envisioned
and organized the first annual
Colby-Bates-Bowdoin Diversity
Conference as an event that would
rotate yearly among the three institutions, Colby ha s assum ed ulti mate
control and responsibility for its
future. Starting this year, two significant bureaucratic changes will
be m ade: the Con ference wil l be
exclusively under Colby 's au spices
and, to oversee the March 5, 6, 7
weeken d , SGA h as appoi n ted a
Diversity Conference Task Force,
co-chaired by Donte Tates '05 an d
Shapel Mallard '06.

Reclaiming ownership of the
Conference, however, will not preclude other schools from attending
and p articipating. In fact, organizers
hope to expand the presence of
other institutions.
"While taking back ownership of
the planning of the event," SGA
President Derek Taff '04 said ,
"we 're actually trying to open it
even more broadly to other [New
England Small College Athletic
Conference] schools."
As a groundbreaking idea that
received great reception from not only
Colby,but Bates and Bowdoin Colleges
as well, the 2001 Conference drew 900
people from the three schools and surrounding towns to actor and activist
Danny Glover's speech in the Page
Commons Room. Moreover, hundreds
of CBB students attended the 13 workshops during the rest ofthe weekend.
When Bates hosted the confer-

ence in 2002, however, the masses
of participants diminished considerably. The only two Colby students
to attend the Saturday workshops
were Echo reporters, and Bowdoin
students were absent completely.
Last year, the Confer ence was
brought back to Colby under the
leadership of former SGA President
Gretchen Groggel '03 and Rankin.
"The Conference is a great idea,"
said Director of Student Activities
Lisa Hallen, "but it 's difficult to
impose a tradition on another institution. It's a serious financial and
time commitment."
That said, both Hallen and Taff
agree that it is on ly logical for Colby
to continue to host the weekend.
"Basically, sin ce the who le idea
had its genesis at Colby, I guess it's
been a litt le di fficu lt to get th ese
other schools to sign on with the
same sort of enthusiasm," Taff said.

"It wasn 't really a matter of tak- desire to see it through on the home
ing it away from Bates or Bowdoin," campus. And as long as it is open to
Hal len added , "because it wasn't everyone, it meets al{ its purposes."
Annually hosting the event at
Colby is completely financially and
managerially feasible, Hallen said.
Funding for the Conference initially
draws from SGA, but monies come
from alternative sources as well.
"[Organizers] ask other departwe
ments and groups to sponsor the
event," Hallen said. "The majority
of the money is spent on the
keynote presentation. There is a
drive to hire really interesting,
dynamic people to perform."
Although no contracts have yet
Derek Taff'04
been signed, Hallen said that the
SGA President
Task Force is in the process of finding a keynote-speaker. Other
[part of] their goals to begin with. In events, such as the workshops, "will
order for this to have meaning at revolve around the keynote presenColby, it has to be at Colby. It was tat ion for the most part ," she said.
created by student s, so there is a "We'll build around that."

While taking
back...planning
of the event,
're actually
trying to open it
even more
broadly.

Racial Awareness Week generates heated discourse, challenges silence
By LIZ BOMZE
MANAGING EDITOR

Campus chalkings that appeared on campus Sunday night aimed to spark debate.

LIZ BOMZE/THE COLB y ECHO

Pan el discussion s, chalkings, a Spike
Lee film and sloganed t-shirts were
only a few of the efforts made on campus to generate dialogue and raise
awareness surroun din g issu es of race
during Racial Awareness week. Trispon sored by Students Organized
Against Racism, the Pugh Community
Board and Dean of Multicultural
Affairs Cecila Stanton, the six-day period between Nov. 10 and 15 challenged
stu den ts to recogn i ze an d address th e
concept of race and its role at Colby.
"The goal ofthe week," said SOAR
board member Chelsea Downs '06, "is
t o conv ey the si gnificance and effect
that race has within the setting of the
Colby campus." .
Approximately 50 students, faculty
and administrators gathered in Lovejoy
100 on Tuesday night for a showing of

Lee's "Bamboozled," introduced by
and, afterwards, discussed with
Associate Professor of American
Studies Margaret McFadden and SOAR
treasurer Antonio Mendez '06.
Explaining the cultural context behind
m instrel shows an d Lee's depiction of
an African American TV writer who
tries to get himself fired by proposing a
millennium minstrel show with blackface characters, McFadden said, "Spike
Lee wants us to understand that hidden
history-the distorted elements of black
culture and the vicious caricatures of
black people-and how we're all implemented in it. The point of the movie is
n ot about individual people who are
good or bad; it shows the larger structures in which we have to operate."
Students avidly participated in the
ensuing discussion, questioning both
movie specifics and the larger related
implications of race both on and offContinued on Page 3

Diversify Reports in
prelimin ary stages of
draf ting- students

denied access

By BRENDAN SULLIVAN
STAFF WRITER

Each academic and administra-

t iv e department at Colby recently

completed a diversity self-assessment, the first step in br inging "a
level of awareness of ways to
improve diversity at Colby," according to Associate Dean of Students
for Multicultural Affairs Cecilia
Stanton. These documents, however,
are not available to students.

We have to figure out what we
are doing right
and where we
need help.
Cecilia Stanton
Associate Dean of Students for
Multicultural Affairs

The assessments or "Diversity
Reports," as they are officially
called , have been posted on the
Colby diversity website, but are not
accessible to students; reasons for
their impoundment, however, are
unclear, though Administrative Vice
President Arnie Ycisinski cites their
current "draft form" as a possibility.
Vice President of Academic
Affairs and. Dean of Faculty Edward
Yeterian, who is in charge of granting access to the reports, was
Continued on Page 2

McKeon bill seeks to curb Memorials honor Dawn Rossignol Colby t o t ake par t in
future college tuition hikes
Nat ive American
By ALLYSONRUDOLPH
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

By KATERUSSO
NEWS EDITOR

Recently introduced legislation proposed by Republican Rep. Howard P,
McKeon of California, which suggests
that colleges and university should be
penalized for tuition increases, has come
under much semtiny within Congress as
well as collegiate circles. They believe
tlie bill has little understanding of the
expense of ranning an institution.
According to the article
"Republican Introduces Bill to
Penalize Colleges for Tuition

Increases," by Stephen Burd, which
appeared in the Oct. 24 issue of the
Chronicle of Hi gher Education , the
bill proposes that "Colleges that
increase their cost of attendance by
twice the rate of inflation or more for
a three-year period , starting in the
2005-2006 academic year, would be
required to provide the U.S. Education
Department with an explanation ofthe
factors contributing to the increases in
their tuition fees," Also the college
would provide the Education
Department with an outline of how
Continued on Page 2
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Students, professors and members of the Waterville community
filled the Lorimer Chapel on Sat.,
Nov. 8 to attend a memorial for
Dawn Rossignol. The service, along
with a projected senior gift and a
quilting project, was intended to
help Colby remember and honor
Rossignol's memory.
The memorial service was a
somber gathering featuring music and
remarks by President William D.
Adams, Laura L. Olcnick '04,
Associate * Professor and Art
Department Chair Vcroniquo B.
Plesch, Director of Communications
for the Albany School of Pharmacy
Ron Lcsko, Catholic Chaplain Fr.
Phili p A. Tracy and Protestant
Chaplain Rev. Ronald E. Morrell.
Adams described the memorial service as necessary for two reasons: in
addition lo creating n "collective solidarity and sense of community," the
gathering was intended to "summon ,
recollect nnd bear witness to the memory of Dnwn." He encouraged attendees to "honor lier, respect her,
celebrate her,"
Olcnick, as her roommate and best
friend , helped to celebrate Rossignol's
memory by giving a refreshingly
lightheaded , yet very moving, account
of her friendshi p with Dawn.
"To have been friends with Dawn
was a privilege , lo have been best
friends wns an honor," Olcnick said.
She continued to describe Rossignol
as a "genuinely good person." "She
will be part of my life forever,"
Olcnick snid.
Rossignol also touched Ihe life oi
Plesch, who taught Rossignol for only
one class. "How I would have loved to
have had her in others," Plesch snid.
She described Rossignol ns one
"graced with a reflective , sensitive

mind." She implored the community
to "take solace in the thought that a
woman named Dawn Rossignol was
for us at Colby a ray of light. "
Lesko, representing the graduate
school that Rossignol planned to
attend, spoke of the impression her
application made, and expressed pride
in being "part of the future Dawn
envisioned for herself."
Tracy also spoke of that projected
future in pharmacology, saying that
Rossignol "clearly understood that hers
was a life of service." He also
addressed the frustration and the confusion that has befallen the community.
"It was too high a price to pay,"
Tracy said. "She touched lives individually, but she did so in a quiet
way," he continued.
In addition to the memorial , projects arc underway to continue to
honor Rossignol's memory, The senior
class is "looking into a memorial 5K.
run in the spring," according to Senior
Class Representative Matthew Rittcr
'04. They would also like lo dedicate
something in her memory, "perhaps a
tree, garden or bench ," Rittcr said.
Before they can take any action ,

however, they need the permission of
the administration , alumni relations
and the Rossignol family. There is
currently a fund in Rossignol 's name,
but "[Senior Class Representative]
Lindsey [Lanier '04] and I would love
to do something for her," Ritter said.
"It's been on our minds since the day
it happened."
The Colby Quilting Club is also
taking steps to preserve Rossignol's
memory. According to Quilting Club
President Karina Johnson '05, the club
is making a quilt for the family. When
the quilt is completed, the club will
"being it to Cotter Union , so that anyone who wants to can sign the back,"
Johnson said.
Johnson explained that one of the
Faculty Advisors, Temporary Secretary
Elvira Gastnldo, found the pattern,
which consists of interlocking stars in
various shades of blue, in a quilting
book. She then wrote to the author,
who sent the club a copy of the book
and has asked to sign the back when it
is completed. Johnson expects the
quilt to be done "hopefully by the end
of the semester."

Herit age Mont h

By KATIE HAJV1M

. ASST.NEWS EDITOR

November marks national Amencan
Indian Heritage Month, and the Colby
community is taking part in tlie celebration through Native American Heritage
Month events.
"We want to help increase awareness
of Native American issues," CoPresident of Four Winds Zoe Hallowell
'04 said. "I would be surprised if many
Colby students knew that there were
three Native American tribes in Maine.
People have a general idea of Native
Americans and their lifestyles, but
there's always room to expand."
A Native American film festival is
being held throughout this month in the

I would be surprised if Colby
students knew
that there were
three Native
American tribes
in Maine.
Zoe Hallowell '04
Co-Presldent of Four Winds

Coffeehouse. On Nov. 18, "White
Shamans, Plastic Medicine Men"and "In
tlie Light of Reverence" will be shown;
"The Business of Fancy Dancing" will
be shown on Nov. 24.
Sherman Alexie, director of "llic
Business of FnncyDancing"nnd another film
J lie memorial quilt for Rossignol is a work In progress.
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Do What You Are" p rogramintroduced at Colby
By ALLYSON RUDOLPH
ASST. FEATURES EDITOR

Career Services has made the "Do
What You Are"program, an internetbased personality typing instrument
with a follow-up seminar, more difficult for the student body to access
due to unanticipated amounts of student interest, as well as some confusion about the level of commitment
involved, according to Director of
Career Services Cindy Parker.
Colby only subscribed to the "Do
What You Are" program this fall,
Parker stated. Career Services has
since discovered that "th e best way
to have students use it is not just to
have the link out there, [which is]
what we did for the first month,"
Parker said. She went on to say that
shortly after including the link in

the Career Services email "there
were something like 150 people
who did it." This posed a problem
for Career Services.
"It doesn't give you all the information you want," Parker said. "We
were amazed at how many people
jumpe d into this," she continued, but
"they went in without knowing that
it was connected to a workshop."
It is important, Parker asserts, to
come to a "Do What You Are" workshop after taking the test in order to
"draw useful information about the
kind of work you might enjoy."
Career Services pays for the "Do
What You Are" program on a per
person basis, which, Parker said
"they're happy to do, but it's not
worth it if[students who took the
test] don't come" to the workshops.
Currently, students will gain
access to the link if, during a coun-

seling appointment, the Career intuitives, thinkers or feelers and
Services advisor thinks the program judgers or perceivers.
"None of these are right or
will be useful. "We don't want to get
ahead of ourselves," Parker said.
wrong, better or worse," Parker
Career Services will most likely noted. She also said that the terms
offer the program to the students are the same as "the ones used by
again in January, possibly in associ- the original creators in the '50s."
ation with Career Week, according This, according to Parker, is part of
to Parker. At that time, students the reason it is important for stuwould gain access to the website by dents to do mbre than,take the test.
The workshops, ideally, put peofirst "signing up for the workshop,"
Parker said.
ple who have the same combination
The link allows students to take a of the four personality aspects into
test that will categorize them based groups to complete tasks. This "can
on four "dimensions of personali- be quite amusing," Parker said. 'It
ty," according to Parker. The instru- can help peop le "get a stronger
ment is based on the Myers-Briggs sense of 'how does this impact
Type Indicator, and classifies stu- you'," Parker asserted.
dents based on the way they interact
There are organizations that hold
with the world, process informa- full-day workshops, according to
tion, make decisions and prefer to Parker, who said that "it would be fun
live. Students are classified as to do during Jan Plan." But for now
extraverts or introverts, sensors or "I think we're still fine-tuning this.

Veteran's Dav passes with small remembrance

Drafts inacces sibleto
students at this stage

echo@colby.edu
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Who 's Who

Justin DePre '06
By KATIE HAMM
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

While Justin DePre is a member
ofthe class of 2006, his photo was
in the face book for both '05 and
'06. "I'm the only person I know
who's in both [2005 and 2006]
face books , so th at's pretty cool,"
DePre said.
DePre was enrolled in the 20012002 academic year at Colby, but
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Justin DePre '06.

decided that he "needed time to
explore a little bit" and took the year
off. In Fall 2001 he accepted posi^
tion as the assistant crew coach at
the public high school he attended
in Ncw York.
"It was great. It really gave me a
different perspective on the sport.
That's a good way of summing up
my year—getting a different perspective on things."
When crew season ended, DePre
realized that he "definitely wanted
to travel and just be in a different
situation." This led him to the
"Where There Be Dragons" pro:
gram. Through the program, DePre
traveled to China and Tibet.
"I wantcd to step out ofthe environment and life that I had always
known living in New York. That
was the best possible way to do
something like that, to go to a place
that's mysterious. It has some mys-

tique about it; that really drew me to
the place."
While in China, DePre took language courses, taught English to
children and performed community
service in schools. For his personal
interest, he studied traditional
Chinese medicine andT'ai Chi.
"It's such a different culture,"
DePre said. "It's a place that one
has to experience to fully understand it."
In Tibet, DePre lived in a
Buddhist monastery and worked on
a reforesting project.
After the program ended, DePre
traveled in Vietnam, where he lived
and hiked with a tribal community
on the Chinese-Vietnamese border.
"it was interesting seeing a mix
of the culture that I had known so
well from living with them for four
months and something completely
new as well," DePre said.
"Both places, but . more so
Vietnam, have really been uninfluenced by the Western world. I think
I really gained an appreciation of
other cultures and it made me really
want to continue learning about
other ways of life."
A double major in government
and international relations, DePre
serves on the Judicial Board.; He is
also the chairman of publicity for
the Student Programming Board.
He plans to direct a play in the OneAct Festival next semester
Next year, DePre will study
abroad for a semester through the
European Union program.
After Colby, DePre looks to . a
career involving travel and international relations. He is also considering international journalism
as a possibility,
"Trying all these new things,
even in my year off, has made me
aware of possibilities. It's helped
me embrace iny experience at
Colby, not being afraid to try something new."

NOAH BA1AZS/THE COLBY ECHO

the Physicalp lant Department, John Henderson also
Due to a lack of Veteran s Day service, John Mazzeofrom
f r omPPD and Louis Huard supervisor ofthe Eustice mailroom, p laced flowerson the Veterans memorial at the
base of the f l a gpole and saluted the f l a gHuard
.
said, "Wecan 't let this day go by [unobserved] again. "
According to Executive Assistant to the President there is no policy to have an observance. She said that it a
group wanted to observe the day then observance would be made. "There was no intended insult, " she said.

Eckholm sp eaks on p ress in China
"China is a very complicated place, in
rapid
change, with a lot of good things
FEATURES EDITOR
happening, a lot of very bad things happening too. I can't think of any job I
Former iftew York Times Beijing would rather not have than to _ e the
Bureau Chief Erik Eckholm spoke prime minister of China today;"Eckholm
Friday, Nov. 7 at Colby about the role said. "...I do, in my heart, feel an honest
that the independent foreign press has sympathy for the task they face."
played in a changing and liberalizing
Additionally, he spoke of what he
China. Eckholm, who is currently a sees as a trend within the Chinese govNieman Fellow of Harvard University's ernment to suppress stories that it perNieman Foundation for Journalism, has ceives as possibly harmful to China's
spent 18 years with the Times and near- international image. Such stories include
ly six in Beijing.
obvious debacles such as the cover-up of
According to Eckholm, the foreign the true extent of the SARS epidemic
press in China plays a "very exciting last year and the discovery that thourole, but also a somewhat uncomfort- sands of patients had been injected with
able one," which he described as the AIDS-infected blood due to antiquated
traditional "feedback and watchdog" blood-collection procedures.
position ofthe free press, as the domesHowever, Eckholm said, the trend
tic press is government-owned and, also includes smaller and less scandalous stories. He related an anecdote
therefore, severely limited.
Eckholm spoke mainly about the role about a time when he had tried to write
the foreign press has in what he perceives a story about China's juvenile delinto be a societal shift in China, and a gen- quency problem, but could not do so
eral push toward public consciousness because officials feared it would tarnish
and systemic change, especially in areas China's image.
such as human rights and rule of law.
"[Acknowledging these problems]
"It's not just an abstract thing any- makes China look human, it makes it
more, I think these issues are pressing look the same," ns other countries,
upon them," he said.
Eckholm said.
According to Eckholm, there is little
However, he noted, the foreign press
incentive among tlie administration to also has to walk a thin line between
pass bad news upwards, so high-level relaying the truth and taking on what he
Chinese government officials often never called an "arrogant crusader " role.
hear of these events; tlie foreign press is Eckholm postulated that balance in
important as it bypasses this route. reporting is vital to China.
According to Eckholm, corruption, in
Eckholm also described what he
these circumstances, is a serious problem. called the "heroism" of many Chinese
By EMILY HONIG

f orexcessivehigher-education
tuitionincreases
PUNISHMENT : Federalbillproposes
penalities
President William D. Adams.
Burd 's article states that, accordthey plan to cut that rate of increase ing to the American Council in
over a two-year period.
Education , about 1,320 schools
After this stage, if the rate contin- increased their tuitions by twice the
ues to increase, the college is put on rate of inflation or more over the past
"nffordnbility alert status," which three years. Four hundred-seventy of
requires administrators to outline these were private institutions.
each o'f their expenses to the
McKeon expressed his intentions
Education Department. If they still for the bill at a news conference, saydo not comply within another year, ing, "We can no longer stand idly by
"the Education Department would while our nation's students, the future
have the authority to restrict the of our country, arc being priced out of
institution from participating in the promise of higher education. "
some federal finance programs ,"
According to Harriet Snrgcnt
Wiswell and George C. Wiswcll, Jr,.
according to the article.
"Colby's 4.3 percent increase in Associate Professor of American
2003-Q4 was close to twice the rate of Constitutional Law Joe Roisert, "The
[inflation] in Consumer Price Index. bill is flawed because it proposes regOf course, in very low inflation envi- ulating the prices we charge according
ronments, 'twice the rate' is a very dif- to n criterion thnt has little or nothing
ferent matter than in n high inflation to do with the vnrious costs of running
environment, and the use of this par- a business."
ticular measure is one of the odd , Both Adams nnd Reisert agreed that
facets of the McKeon bill," said there was certain contradictory lan-

Continued from Page 1

DIVERSITY REPORTS:

guage when discussing the cost of colleges among students and parents.
"I would be remiss not to mention
the pressures we experience from both
parents and students to increase costs
and, therefore, price, and to avoid cost
saving measures," Adams snid. "The
24/7 Health Center conversation is a
good case in point, Controlling
process requires us to control costs,
but the market often tolls us to
increase costs, in certain ways, and
thus to increase price. This is a dimension of things that the McKeon Bill
docs not want to undcvstand...thcre is
reasonable concern about the rate of
increase of cost and price. At the same
time, there is steady pressure to do
more—to have moro programs, more
amenities, more facilities."
Adams states that Colby does not
rely on no much federal funding as
public institutions, as well as larger
private institutions, but the amount ,of
money the College does receive from

the government is significant. Though
Adams noted he did not know the
exact figure, he guessed "that it is
somewhere in the several millions of
dollars range," which the College
would lose if it were ever subjected to
the bill.
"The impact would be clearest in
federal grants—National Institutes of
Health , Notional Science Foundation ,
etc.—nnd conceivably, federal loans,
work-study and financial aid ,"
Adams said.
Discussions about the bill are currently taking place within the House
of Representatives.
"It seems likely that the point of
McKcon's proposal was to gain attention to himself and to present himself
as opposed to excessively costly higher education," said Rciscrt, "which is
more or lbss like presenting oneself as
in favor of upplo pie."

people. "The situation is such there that
it forces many people to decide what
they really believe in and what risks
they want to take," he said.
"Sometimes, ju'st'bteihg hohe¦'st requires
a decision.'' ¦ "'¦ ; j a !¦ - . -• :• • ;.,:•
Fpr example, he said , some historians have written books on events that
have been forbidden, such as the
Cultural Revolution, knowing that they
may never be published.
He described situations in which tips
from citizens enabled him to report on
eventsthat would otherwisehave been covered up by the Chinese government, such
as a riot at a building that was to be made
into a SARS clinic. According to Eckholm,
in several cases people have gone to prison
for speaking to the foreign press.
Eckholm acknowledged that the vast
majority of Chinese citizens do not read
foreign newspapers, and therefore the
role of the foreign press is limited, but
also noted that with the internet, more
and more people have access to outside
news sources.
Eckholm received his Bachelor s
degree from Occidental College and
has a Master's degree from tlie Johns
Hopkins School of Advanced
International Studies.
The talk Friday also marked the
167 anniversary of the death of 1826
Colby graduate Elijah Parrish
Lovejoy, who was killed when his
printing press was destroyed because
of his anti-slavery views.

unavailable for comment.
Though still in the early stages of
development, the diversity reportare intended to accomplish a number
of things. "The first step is assessment," said Stanton, who is not
directly involved with all of the
reports but helped work on the Dean
of Students Office's report. "We
have to figure out what we are doing
right and where we need help."
After assessment, ¦she added, "we
need to set goals for improvement
and enhance existing programs that
enrich the entire Colby community."
The reports were created in order to
"deal with issues of difference: race,
gender, sexual orientation," said
Yasinski, who, along with Charles A.
Dana Professor of Philosophy Cheshire
Calhoun, is helping to orchestrate the
reports. "The point of it is to have
everyone working on diversity from the
top-down, not just at the top. and in this
way, each individual department can
decide the best"way for them to diversify, It empowers the departments."
Explaining the general trends she
has seen in the reports, Stanton
noted that most of them entail
bringing more diversity to campus
as well as creating a climate of
acceptance at Colby. Stanton noted
that in this context, diversity goes
beyond racial and ethnic issues. She
said that at Colby it also means
"finding out more about GLBT,
issues and first-generation college
student issues and respecting others
even though we are different."
Once each department's diversity
plan is fried, the reports will be sent
to College President William D.
Adams and he will review and
respond to each one. This process
will be repeated over and over. "It is
an evergreen process—they can be
revised all the time," Yasinski said.
Each department will also be
responsible for a yearly update on
the progress it is making in achieving the goals and standards set in its
report. If all goes according to plan,
Stanton said, the diversity reports
would be a step in the right direction
for Colby. "We need to work at
Colby to make it a welcoming environment. Diversity enriches discussion, and being comfortable with it is
a valuable skill to have in society."

HERITAGE MONTH: Colbycelebrates Native
Americanhistory with films ,speakers,events
Continued from Page 1
shown earlier in the month, "Smoke Signals,"
will speak at Colby in April. Alexia will give
a lecture tilled "Without Rcscrvations,..An
Urban Indian's Comic, Poetic, nnd Highly
Irreverent Look nt the World."
During November, Four Winds is also
planning to bring a person to campus to
speak on the casino issue.
"Both sides ofthe casino issue will be
presented, and the speaker will also talk
about what's going to happen since it
didn 't pass," Hallowell said,
As part of tlio Heritage Month , n
Native American cooking night wns held
on Nov. 3 In tlie Pugh Center,
"It was successful," Hallowell snid.
"About 10 or 15 people showed up, nnd
wo made really good fry bread,"
The events are sponsored by Four
Winds and the Multicultural Affairs
Committee,

Hallowell also snid that there is "a really great exhibit in Miller Library," including information on Alcxie, statistics on
Nntive Americans and specific history on
Native American Heritage Month.
Native American Heritage Month has
been celebrated ot Colby in previous
yenrs; Hallowell recalls "a big film festival Inst year too."
According to the U.S. Department of
tlio Interior, Bureau of Indian Affairs, in
1990 President George Bush approved a
joint resolution naming November 1990
"National American Indian Heritage
Month;" similar proclamations have
been issued each year since 1994. Before
this, many stotes observed American
Indian Day; the first was declared on tho
second Saturday in May 1916.
Currently "several slates linvo designated
ColumbusDay asNntivcAmcricnnDny.but
it continues to bo n day we observe without
any recognition as n national legal holiday,"
according to tho Bureau oflndinn Affairs. '¦

Colby Habitat chapter builds f irst
house f or Waterville community

IN

town

Asiant Dra gon

By KATIE HAMM

ASST: NEWS EDITOR '

. The Colby chapter of Habitat for
Humanity is determined to make a difference on campus and in the
Waterville community.
While Habitat has existed as an
organization and has had a number of
students on campus involved for the
past few years, "most of them graduated and didn't leave much to be continued. We kind of had to start from
scratch," Habitat President Alan
Ashbaugh '05 said.
• "There's a huge amount of enthusiasm,"Ashbaugh said. "We have a fan- Habitat for Humanity is workingon a house at High St. and Drummond St
tastic, group of officers, who are all
[first-years], and a huge interest in
Waterville,"Ashbaugh said.
volunteers will work for one week on
general by the student body."
Besides assisting in the building constructing a house.
The group is contributing to the
Habitat for Humanity is an internaconstruction of a house in Waterville, process, Colby Habitat also aims to
located on the corner of High Street "increase awareness on campus and in tional organization. While Habitat is a
and Drummond Street. This is the first the community of housing in Christian organization, "we're keeping
Habitat house built by the Waterville Waterville and how there's a lot of it secular on campus,"Ashbaugh said.
Area Habitat for Humanity. They people who don't have affordable All religious phrases in the mission
broke ground in June 2003 and the housing," Ashbaugh said, "especially statement of Habitat were removed
house is expected to be completed in since it's not just a Colby organiza- from the Colby chapter's by-laws.
"Habitat for Humanity is not just
the spring. According to Ashbaugh, tion, it's a great way to get people to
about building houses, it's about
Colby Habitat plans to keep working know the town."
Three committees have been estab- building community. It brings together
on the house a few weekends a month.
While it's "a plus to have construction lished. They are the building committee, p eople from diverse backgrounds, givexperience," Ashbaugh said, it is n ot community outreach and fundraising. . ing them the opportunity to work
"I think there's a misconception cooperatively toward a common, connecessary to volunteer.
ht
now
the
vinyl
siding
is
being
that
Waterville is a strictly poor city, structive goal. Habitat volunteers get
"Rig
instead
of finding the things that are to know people they otherwise would
put on. Most of the windows and
doors have been in stalled , so we'll be good ," officer of the community out- likely never meet, and it's happening
able to start working inside during the reach committee Bridge Mellichamp in an environment where people are
'07 said. "Habitat lets Colby students typically at their very best," Professor
winter," Ashbaugh said.
Families are chosen to live in a interact with p eople who aren't all of biology and WAHFH President
Habitat house based on fin ancial need, enclosed in the same community. Scott Guay said.
Tve always had a house, but I
willingness to help with the construc- People see new things, meet new people, and discover that everybody h as can't really imagine what it's like n ot
tion of the house and enthusiasm.
having one," Mellichamp said.
' "A handful of people applied for the something to share."
lanning
a
spring
C
olby
H
abitat
i
s
p
but
tha
t
'
s
in
no
way
indicative
house,
of the need for affordable housing in break tr
ip to Richmond, Va., in which

Ramadan observances at
Colby and world-wide
7 ' By EMILY HONIG
• '" ¦ FEATURES EDITOR

Beginning with the first sighting of
the moon on Oct. 27, Muslims around
the world and at Colby are celebrating
Ramadan, the holiest month of the
Islamic year. Those who observe
Ramadan fast during the day for the
lunar month, which ends with the
three-day Id-al •Fitr feast.
"Ramadan was the month in which
the first part of the Qura'an [the
Islamic holy book] was sent to
Muhammad through the angels," Rami
Zahran '06, head ofthe Colby Muslim
Group, said. "God asked Muslims—
through the prophet Muhammad—to
fast because it 's holy."
The.fast involves taking in nothing
from sunrise to sunset, including food,
water and medication. Smoking and
sexual relations arc also prohibited during the fasting hours. The fast is broken
each night, with prayer and a meal.
According to the Qura'an, it is permitted to ent and drink at night "until
you can plainly distinguish a white
thread from a black threa d by daylight."
Many Muslims focus on worship
and contemplation during Ramadan. It
is seen as a time to pray and to read the
Qura 'an, and to "ask for forgiveness
for whatever sins [you have] committed" during the year, Zahran said. It is
also especially important to focus on
spirituality and good works during the
month, as transgressions such as lying,
slander, denouncing someone behind
his back, greed and the speaking of
false oaths arc considered more serious during Ramadan,
The point is "not just to make a person suffer, it's to make a person feel
what others who are not privileged
enough to have what we have feel,"
Zahran snid,
Additionally, it is a time of togetherness as people break their daily fast
and go out with family and friends.
"Because people don 't cat during
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the day, you would mink they would
eat less, but actually they eat more
than during normal months," Zahran
said, because food plays such an
important role during the month.
Ramadan also brings the global
Muslim community together, as it is
"celebrated the same way" worldwide,
Zahran said. "You would find the
same traditions everywhere."
At Colby this year, although there
are several Muslim students, only two
students have decided to observe
Ramadan. Zahran attributes this to a

Because people
don 't eat during
the day, you
would think
they would eat
less, but actually they eat more.

Thoai andLe Tran are the owners
of Asian Dragon on Temple St.,
which serves authentically prepared
Chinese, Vietnamese, Indonesian
and Thaifood.Features editor Emily
Honig met -with them to discuss their
business and their story. .
Emily: How long have you been
located here?
Le: About eight months.
Thoai: Since February 18.
E: How did you choose
Waterville?
L: We've lived in Waterville for Thoai and Le Tran of Asian Dragon.
about six years and before that we
lived in Augusta.
E: Can . you tell me a little bit captain in the Navy during the war,
about yourselves? You came to tlie and I organized it with a bunch of
people, and we took 121 people
U.S. in 1979?
L: We were sponsored by a local when we left the country for Hong
church. At that time we left Vietnam Kong. We were in Hong Kong for
in a small, little boat with 121 peo - about two months, then we had our
ple. We left Vietnam and ended up in interview . with United States
Hong Kong and then we finally Immigrati on, and because my husband had worked for the United
ended up here.
E: Can you tell me a little bit States Navy, they knew about our
background and everything. Two
about your personal history?
L: When I was overseas I worked days later we came to the States.
as a teacher. I lived in Vietnam but I Usually, after the interview, it takes
taught Chinese because my parents months or years.
E : Did you com e str ai ght to
are both from China, they moved to
I
M
aine?
Vietnam and I was born in Saigon. .
spea k four d iffer ent dialects of
L: Yes, we came right to Maine
Chinese and I also - speak because the church sponsored us.
Vietnamese. Then we left the city They spon sored a fam ily, and we
and moved to the country. After the were the fam ily. We came to
Vietnam War, we didn 't like the way Augusta, Me.
E: How did-you get into the
the government was running things.
So at that t i m e we wanted a b etter restaur ant bu sin ess?
L: [Thoai] used to work for
life for ourselves, a better life for our
daughter. So my husband, who was a Central Maine Power.

EMILY HONIG/IHE COLBY ECHO

i

T: After I retired, we opened the
restaurant.
E : Can you tal k a little about the
restaurant?
L: This is our first restaurant in
the Un ited States, but our fami ly has
restaurants overseas.
E: Can you ta lk a little bit about
the menu?
L: All ou r food h ere is auth ent ic,
not like American-Chinese or
American-Vietnamese. Everything
we prepare is fresh. Everything our
cu stomers order, we make it right
then.
E: Where does most of your business come from?
L: Most of our business is not
from Waterville. We even have a
coup le of cu stomer s come fro m
Bangor. Bel grade , Skowhegan,
Augu sta, B elfast, even Gardner.
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RACIAL AWARENESS: Emits, message serf to pmte
Continued from Page 1

campus.
Referring specifically to the
recent conversations on the Digest
of Civil Discourse and chalkings,
Michael Dcheeger '06 said , "as
soon as anyone expresses an opinion, they get attacked. They don 't
realize that they [those who
expressed the opinion] are making a
point."
Adding to that sentiment, Shapel
Rami Zahran '06
Mallard
'06 said that this week is about
Head of Colby Muslim Group
"opening the lines for discourse and trying to educate yourself." Mallard consmaller, less organized Muslim com- tinued by saying how the number of
munity than previous years.
angry emails he's received regarding his
"Dining services has helped by response to Quito Joseph's '04 Colby
ensuring food was available to the few Idol skit far outweighs those asking him
of us who observe Ramadan." Emma to explain his point.
SOAR-sponsorcd chalkings were
J. James '04, one of the students
observing the holiday, said.
drawn initially on Sunday night by any
The feast, Id-al-Fitr, that denotes interested students; that said, Downs
the end ofthe month is marked by the emphasized that "the chalkings are not
breaking ofthe fast and celebration of representative of a club's view. They
the end of Ramadan. Gifts arc arc from individuals. "
exchanged and many people visit
Subsequent reactions have been
friends and relatives to catch up on the heated. Messages such as "Fuck you
and your while privilege" and "I'm not
events ofthe past year, Zahran said.
The Islamic calendar is based on n racist, I have a black friend" offended
lunar cycles, and is thus shorter than sevcrol students, who felt that such disthe Roman calendar. This means that course was "undermining the discusRamadan occurs about 10 days earlier sions they [those students who chalked]
every year.
were trying to foster," as Chris Johnson
'05 snid, "Obviously they intended to
provoke thought and discussion , and
that's fine. But by starting tho discussion the way they have, they've started
• Quality Vision Cauh
it from a hostile perspective."
» Till! TKHATMKNT ANI) MANACWMIiNT
Johnson also expressed frustration
Ol' OCU-AK DWHASB
with the administration 's response to the
« Contact Lunses
chalkings, saying that it took u "hypo• Fashion Kvmvhah
critical posture towards these events"
and citing Vice President of Student
Eye C e n t e r
Affairs and Dean of Students Janice
Knssmnn 's statement following Joseph's
'
skit as an example of when the adminisPhilip R. Poulin, O.D.
tration "como down harder on more traChristopher C, White, O.D.
ditional types of hate speech.

Chalkings covered the campus Monday morning.
Discrimination is discrimination ,
racism is racism, If the school is going
to have any policy towards speech that
is deemed offensive, then it should
apply equally to every single student."
In her commentary in Monday
night's Digest of Civil Discourse, Liz
Stovnll '07 also disagreed with the language of the chalkings , specifically
their vulgarity.
"I rend the tabic tents about racial
awareness week," she wrote, "and I just
hove to ask how docs the sidewalk
chalk do anything to further the main
goals of this event. For example, how
does writing "fuck your white privilege" lower racial tensions or educate
mc about racism, If anything, I'd say
that writing "fuck your racist ideology"
only serves to separate and create further divisions behvepn people,"
Mcndcz, who defended the use ol vulgar language because "there is vulgarity
on campus everyday," said thai people
who arc offended by the chalkings
should "stop reacting nnd stop to think.
"'You got in here 'cause you 're

white ' is a parody on 'you got in here
''cause you're black,'" lie continued,
"Some people didn 't get that. "
Also in her commentary, Stovall criticized those who chalked for not signing
their names. Taylor Mayo '04, however,
argued that "people wanted to remain
anonymous because they've been personally attacked in the past, It doesn't moke
thoir opinion any less valid,"
Also generating discussion were the
T-shirts—Ihe brainchild of Downs,
which were sponsored by SOAR, PCD
and Stanton. SOAR members designed
the slogans, including "Token," "Why
are all the white kids silting together in
the cafeteria" and an altered image of
the Abcrcrombic and Fitch shirts
"Wong Brothers Laundry ServiceTwo Wongs can moke It white."
Distribution of the free shirts, however, was not publicized campus-wide,
although any student who expressed
interest was welcome to have one,
according to Downs.
"The shirts wcro...dlstributcd to students who express or expressed « desire

t.iz noMZFvnti: cotnr itcmo

,.

to change the racial climate on campus
by joining groups dedicated to those
causes," she said , including SOAR nnd
Four Winds. "We wanted people [to
wear thorn] who would seek to educate
others."
Mendcz noted that the shirts were a
huge success and were gone by
Tuesday. Downs says that she will look
into getting additional funds for more
shirts, but thnt Colby 's attorney said
they must he distributed rather (linn sold
because ofthe use ofthe images,
Mcndcz ond Downs eagerly encouraged students at the film to attend other
events during the week, including n discussion on Wednesday night entitled
"Micronggrcssions at Colby," SOAR's
Thursday discussion about race and
Friday 's International Coffee Hour.
"The point of this week is not for
frustrated students of color to figure out
how to make white students 'core *
about racism ," snid Julie Land '04.
Rather, at this time students of color are
telling us Ihe problem nnd together wo
must figure out the solutions,"
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In just one month next summer, the Tuck Business Bridge
Program® connects junior s and seniors in liberalarts and
sciences to meaningful business careers.
An integrated curriculum delivers practical analytical
skills—complemented by team consulting projects, visits
with executives, resume sessions, career panels, and
interviews— to give you an advantage In recruiting. The
Bridge Program is taught by the same top-ranked faculty
who have made Tuck's MBA program a world leader.
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Colby students Christo pher Roberts , Kearney Shanahan ,
Dorok Taff , and Evan Woolley attended the Bridge
Program last summer.
Can 't make the session? Contact us at:

603*646-0252
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Winter squirrels spr inginginto action

EDITORIAL

Utilizing the Echo for dialogue
The Digest of Civil Discourse has taken hold ofthe Colby community's dialogue. Recently some students have voiced their disapproval of the Echo, controversial chalkings, the lights that
illuminate Miller Library and other issues on campus in the
Digest rather than through letters to the editor for print in this
publication. We find this disheartening and an ineffective way to
work towards change.
The Digest is a wonderful vehicle to promote discourse; however, it is addressing only discourse between students. It is still
important to bring thoughts and ideas into the community forum
through the Echo because it reaches a wider audience. The newspaper goes to parents, trustees, staff, faculty and members of the
surrounding community.
The Digest allows students to be more cavalier in their responses, while a letter to the editor demands that arjguments are formal
and carry more weight than a Digest. By sending a letter to the
editor, one can express concerns about any aspect of the Cplby
community and it is imperative to make all concerns accessible to
the Colby community. It is important to continue to utilize the
Echo as a resource.
As a student-run newspaper, the Echo,attempts to represent the
newsworthy events that happen on campus. We encourage productive criticism because our goal is to report accurately. We strive to
be a respected source for Colby news. It is important that people
address the Echo when they are unhappy with it rather than post
digests about it because, that case, there is no way for the Echo to
respond; When a letter to the editor is printed, it makes the community aware ofthe issue and allows the Echo to retract within our
own forum,
We seek to represent various groups and views of students on
campus. Many times we have asked students who felt underrepresented ' by. the Echo tb write for different sections ofthe newspaper.
We continue to ask students and the rest of the Colby community
for their opinions and article ideas. The Echo invites any student
to write for the Echo in all sections. We are always looking for
fresh minds.

VANITY PRESS

By Steven Weinberg
Colby has been ripe with controversy
these last few weeks. The campus is a
verifiable orchard of discontent. Picket
lines have formed. Rioters have taken
Foss and renamed it the "Peoples
United Front of Global Acceptance and
Tempeh" (PUFGAT). Bro has declared
martial law. In light of readership disapproval and the new martial law, the

A new threat has taken hold of cam- classes. Their schedules are disproporpus. And, like those stylized diaper bag tionately more time-consuming than
purses, it 's everywhere.
humanities, majors'. This is bound to
For months it sat idle, munchingon breed discontent Sitting in a lab with
acorns and scurrying from possible preda- such potential for scientific mayhem is
tors.Hiding in our trees and bushes, waiting suspiciously under the guise of "cute"
and "herbivore" and gaining our trust
I speak of squinels. If you haven't
ent
noticed, th ey're getting really huge.
Rodents of unusual size aren't just in
fairy tales. From around now until early
April, Colby's squirrels balloon up like
marshmallows in a microwave. Who
knowsif they mean harm, fun orjust want
to keep on eating? Whatever their intentions, they're scary.The thought of having
to fend off one, if not an entire posse,
makes me shiver while I sit in class.

Perhaps one stud , or a conspiracy of them , has
engineered thes e
squirrels to grow tb
fearsome sizes and
no longer fear
human encounters .

dangerous. Perhaps one student, or a

conspiracy of them, has engineered
these squirrels to grow to fearsome

Echo will cease to print news and only
publish "Hail, Colby, Hail" alongside
glamour shots of high-profile deans.
Well, not really.
Little of this has happened...yet. I'm
still boarding up my windows and heeding caution, though. I'm not afraid of
Bro's secret police force or PUFGAT
param ilitaries kidn apping me, but I do
look over my shoulder wherever I go
these days.

Though I'm no scientist, I have a pretty good idea that they are getting fat for
a long, cold, winter. But maybe they all
had a really rough breakup and are eating
to cope. Again, I am no scientist so this is
all speculation. I don't know why these
creatures have decided to grow to such
grotesque proportions, but 1 do have a
theory.
Most science majors I know are
forced to spend long hours in lab and

sizes and no longer fear human encounters. These beasts don't run away when
we approach. They remain munching.
No one, not even the humanities majors
with their open schedules, will want to
go outside for fear of these massive
squirrels. This bitter plan keeps everyone inside.
Or maybe not.
While my theory is highly dubious,
extra large squirrels remain. Whether
natural processes or mischievous young
scientists are to blame is not clear. What
is clear is that these rodents are presenting a real danger to our campus. They
may have managed to slip under our
metaphorical radar during these tumultuous times, but I beg Colby now to
refocus their attention. I ask you now:
what is more threatening? Sensitive
race issu es an d an invasive press or
giant squirrels with the potential for
mass mayhem?

Apologizing and learning from mistakes
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night at 9pm in the Philson
Lounge. If you would like to discuss the Colby Idol incident with

To the Colby Community:
As the sponsor of Colby Idol, the
Student Programming Board (SPB)
Social Events Committee would
like to apolog ize for the offending
parts of the show. Although, like
many, wc were ignorant of the history and demeaning value of the
Buckwheat skit, we owe an apology
to those offended.
As the central programming
board on campus, SPB recognizes
its responsibility to provide a
diverse array of campus programs
that are inclusive of and welcoming
to all Colby students. We are committed to ensuring that no student is
excluded from an event based on
race, ethnicity, nationality, gender,
sexual orientation , socioeconomic
status , or religion. We are sorry that
there were parts of Colby Idol that
were offensive, and wc will do our
best to prevent these occurrences in
the future.
The SPB Social Events
Committee meets every Tuesday

SPB recognizes
its responsibility
to provide a
divers e array of
campus programs that are
inclusive and
welcoming to all
Colby students .
the committee, or to discuss any
other aspect of social programming on campus , we would
strongly encourage you to attend
one of our meetings.
Thank you,
SPB Social Events Committee

'

'

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

I know many people are tired of
hearing about the Colby Idol social
event incident but I feel that this is
necessary on my behalf to Colby's
black community as well as the collective student body.
First and foremost 1 would like to
take the time to let the Colby community know that I deeply apologize to
all those whom I offended with my
performance at the Colby Idol social
event two weeks ago. I would also like
to apologize to the other performers
for this situation overshadowing their
hard work, effort and preparation they
put in for the event.
Finally, I'm sure many people were
left confused with my performance
and so I would like to shed light on the
situation and explain what I was
thinking when I chose to perform the
act. To be frank, I wanted only to perform an act that was not stereotypical
of me and the types of acts I have been
known for in my years here at Colby,
but instead do something different and
break from the monotony. Therefore,
not knowing and understanding the
full implications the performance of
Buckwheat would entail , I chose to
perform the act. Some can ask , well
how can you be so naYve and stupid? I
am on immigrant to this country, while
I have been living here for a long time,
teaching me that Buckwheat was an

image that many in the black community- found offensive was hot something that my parents could teach. I'll
be h on est, I just didn 't know—I
lacked education and was, therefore,
ignorant to this fact, but ignorance is
no excuse and so I atone for my
actions and write this apology.
Furthermore, I would like to say that I
can understand why some people were
offended by my act, but what I do not want
is for members ofthe Colby communityto
think or believe that some of the students
who were offended are just a bunch of
"extreme, radical, militant, angry black
kids." I would hope that it is not frowned
upon that someonewho feelsthey are being
offendedshows their discontcnt l hope that
if I offended someone they would let me
know.I'm not advocating random acts of
violence here, simply just saying that we
are all growing or grown adults and we
should be able to confront one another and
express ourselves.
I believe the response to my act was
such because it brought up issues that
run deeper than the act itself. To say
truth, it's not easy being a minority on
this campus. I don 't know about other
minority students but speaking for
myself, I have had people tell mc
"why don 't you go home and collect
your Section 8 (this is a governmentissue document that gives housing to
people who are on welfare)?" or "do
you want my spare change?" For
some it's the first time they have to
face a racializcd society in an
enclosed environment like the Colby

bu bble , there s nowhere to run and

nowhere "to hide'/ You are 'ori display
24-7 and so that takes a toll oh a person after a while. It's the first time
some students have to deal with
racism period. We have people walking around here depressed for as many
years as they can stand to be here. As
a community, do you care? Some
might say, "Well if you are not happy
here then leave." Ok, point taken. That
is exactly what some minority students have done. This leads me to ask,
if we want to make Colby a more
diverse place, how can we when the
minority retention rate is poor and
does not improve from year to year? I
say the only way we can make this a
more diverse campus is through a
joint effort. It is going to take all of us,
students, administration , as well as
faculty.
In addition , some people say that
"all this diversity stuff is being pushed
down my throat. I'm only here to get
an education." Well, in the wake of
classes what do people do without the
diversity requirement? Are you trying
to learn about other people—Black,
Chinese, Indian , Japanese, Korean,
Latino, while, and every other race of
people I have not mentioned? I know
race is a social construct but it still
matters. Until I don 't hear people say,
"niggers , chinks, whops, guineas,
those snow niggers (referring to
Inuits), I would never date a

I 'M NEVER GOING TO RETIRE
By C.W. Bassett

Cookies
Nothing so marks my own generation than its general inability to deal
with the increasingly intricate machinery that makes for a smooth life. Not
necessarily a good life,but one without
the utter frustration of sitting helplessly in front of a machinethat was given
to you by your children or your
employer or your bitterest enemy.That
feeling washed over helpless, old-fashioned, pathetic Bassett this afternoon.
Because, you see, I am returning to
the classroom for the 49th year (less
two spent defending Kansas against
the North Korean predators in the midfifties) and I thought I would go to the
Registrar's page to see how many
"first years" have signed up for the
Integrated Studies cluster that I do with
Jeff Kasser. Not difficult—I' ve bookmarked (that's a verb these days: "to
bookmark"-sheesh!) the Registrar, or
at least someone did on my iMac.
I don't expect SPEED on my iMac,
which is connected to the world of
email through an obsolete telephone
line to the Supreme Poobah of
Computerland . in the basement of
Lovejoy. This potentate is served by an
entourage of, lord, *dozens* of minions, several of whom I count as
frien ds, but most of whom are dresseddown, fuzzy guys an d pleasant women
who think me some sort of Japanese
potted plant dating from the thirties.
Actually,' I am 28, but I look 70
because I spend most of my life waiting for my computer to connect.
Adding wrinkles to my distinguished,
elderly- face lis ^the^certainty that that
computer "wprt^t^pmect with what I
want it to connect with'. Today, as I
said, I wanted to look at my enrollment

Actually, I am 28,
but I look 70
because I spend
most of my life
waiting for my computer to connect.
in EN 133. But after typing in my
name (Bassett is basset in computerland—gads, it's taken me 33 years to
teach Colby students that Bassett has
two t's, so I now get postcards from
alumni complaining that they can't get
through to Bassett [tut, tut, basset] on
email.) And last week it [they] made
me change my password too, for my
money, a test of one's tolerance for
the ridiculous.
But who cares about people who
want to communicate with me via
email? Either they want letters of recommendation or they arc spam merchants guaranteeing that their product
can make mc into a really spectacular
Japanese potted plant prepared to lay
waste of lady Japanese potted plants
nil the way to Worchester. Perhaps Dr.

Continued on Page 6
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Colby 's "silent majority" speaks out

By Steve Weinberg

WhO Wants Cake

COLO FILTEREDOPINIONS
By Matt Busch

NOTE: THE OPINIONS EXPRESSED IN THIS COMIC STRIP WE THOSE OF THE ARTIST AND ABE NOT NECESSAH« _ SHARED Bf WE ECHO.

Derision of homosexuality or fun with
gender: Does a double standard exist?
from an openly gay judge? With
$400 at stake, it is difficult to examSTAFF WRITER
ine the intentions ofthe players.
In the same way that the minstrel
There are few things that I enjoy show propagates racial stereotypes,
more than beating dead horses. After I wonder if it is demeaning to the
a week and a half of pounding a gay community that skits depicting
horse it usually stops quivering, but I commonplace actions, like men
just cannot settle this one. The Colby
Idol performance on Nov. 1 has initiated great debate on racial identity,
free speech and accepted entertainment. I want to know if anyone else
noticed a parallel in this debate with
gender identity and the portrayal of
homosexual men in Colby College
popular entertainment.
From my first Mr. Colby Pageant
to the present Colby Idol, it appears
to be wildly entertaining for students
to see heterosexu al male students
cross dress and act out stereotypically female roles. Men and women
alike have been using clothing to
poke fun of gender roles for all of
recorded history. Honestly, the French kissing one another, are
Colby weekpndl; culture f: is' 'niojre; objects of comedy. Kissing is a very
entertaining and more interesting to simple and ubiquitous gesture of
me when the general student popula- affection. Why is it so funny when
tion is comfortable experimenting people of the same sex do it on
with non-traditional gender norms. stage? Would it be socially acceptYet, the consequences of these acts able at Colby for these same two
are dubious. By cheering for two people to lock lips on the main lawn
men acting as a couple are we join- just like heterosexuals? I believe
ing in the fun of gender role expan- that many of you who were laughsion, or are we making fun of ing so loudly at Colby Idol would
homosexual men that live this way be offended by or disapproving of
everyday? Are the acts that depict same-sex affection in public. One
gay life making a political statement, could argue that it is the context
or are they trying to obtain votes surrounding a skit that makes for
By NICK MARKHAM

By cheering for
two men acting
as a couple are
we joining in the
fun of gender
role expansion,
or are we making fun of homosexual men?

humor and not the homosexual act.
This is something to consider...
until realizing that the climax of the
scene is the homosexual act.
. Like the 19th century minstrel
player that takes off his or her
blackface after the show, there is no
question that a male drag performer
is out of character when his dress is
replaced with pants and a T-shirt.
There is safety in stepping out of
character, safety from laughter. But
the damage has been done. I am
concerned that the entertainment
value of homosexuals on stage is
derived from society's prejudice
against gay sex.
Intent is an important point to analyze in raising this question. I do not
believe that there is any mal intent
among the writers and actors of these
skits. Any offensive material is.sureIy produced out of ignorance. In the
same light, I do not believe that there
was any malice in the crowd's laughter. So, please $o not read this article
asia^ piltritript'N obody should feel
guilty. Perhaps, intent is what I am
attempting to question. Better still,
intent is what I am asking you to
question in yourself. What do you
find so funny? If you honestly enjoy
the healthy confusion of gender roles
and dress,then call me up and we can
watch "To Wong Foo Thanks For
Everything! Julie Newmar." But, if
you are laughing because you think
that two men kissing is funny, then
call me up and we can talk about
equality and privilege.

APOLOGY: Offensecreated was not intentional,meantas entertainment

Continued from Page 5

woman or man," race still matters. I
know we are all here to get an education, but the real business at hand is
that we arc here to learn about and
interact with people. What you learn
about people now will give you a
basis of knowledge and insight, which
may be essential to your interaction

llanil ln-lrumeii U hy:
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with your next boss, neighbor, sister
or brother in law, wife or husband.
In closing, I did not intend to offend
anyone with my act, 1did what I did as
pure entertainment, but in the process
I offended some people and so I apologize. By performing something, it
does not mean that you except it and it
can be a way of raising issues. I'm

Gulta ri & Amps by:
Gtettch Ibanez Martin
Ovation Peavey Yamaha

Pianos & Keyboards by:
Yamaha Roland Kurzweil
*~.

Sheet music and accessorial for every musician
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happy that those who were hurt shared
with me that they were upset because
this was truly a learning experience
for me, one that has made me grow as
a person and I would hope that it was
the same for the larger Colby community. I hope that this column will help
us to start thinking of one another and
bring about some discourse.
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MEDICAL ADVICE FROM GARRISON
w

HEALTH PTER

, Melanie-Thompsqii,* MD, MPH
QUESTION
Which Colby celebrity says: "Dr.
Thompson,27 years ago (Nov.'86)I threw
away the Kools and quit, cold turkey.My
chestactually hurt Enoughso that smoking
just wasn't the pleasurable activity it had
been. Have had only one cigarette
since...Lousy celebration! It just hurt
again. Stupid and outrageouslyexpensive
habit Go get 'em,Thompson! I'll back you
up."
CHOICES
a) Bruce McDougal, Director of Safety
b) CharlieBassett ProfessorEmeritus of
English and Echo columnist
c) Janice Kassman, VP of Student
Affairs, Dean of Students
d) Dick Whitmore,Assistant Director of
Athletics
e) Derek Taff, SGA President
ANSWER
If you answered "b" you are correct. If you answered "e," Derek
would have been about negative six
years old.
What are the benefits of becoming
a non-smoker? Or helping a friend or
relative become a non-smoker? Or
remaining a non-smoker yourself?
—Improving the health of family
and friends
—Being a positive influence on
youth
—Reducing the highest risk for
domestic fire
—Not smelling like an ashtray
—NOT TASTING LIKE AN ASHTRAY
—Not having to stand outside in
the rain/snow/heat to find a place
since it is prohibited in residence

Continued from Page 5

DAVE8c BETTY BEGIN

Thompson could write on expose of
these computer shopkeepers of salubrity for a future Echo. I just know their
stuff will give anyone kidney failure.
Where wore wc? Ah , yes, connection. So I punch in on the
Registrar 's page, find the course,
click on it, nnd the bloody computer refuses to go a step further
un til I possess the CORRECT
COOKIES. Now I' ve seen the
wny the cookie crumbles , I've
tossed my cookies and I' can 't'cat
cookies because I have diabetes.
But, for lord's sake , I didn 't know

47 Main St., Waterville, ME

873-1010

Tucs.-flri 7:30 am - 5 pm
Saturday 7:30 am - noon
Closed Sunday & Monday

margjnalization of the gpeat leader of the
African Race, EddieMmphy,the equivalent
of using StromThuman as a poster boy for
white people everywhere, when someone
choseto do an impression, and a poorone at
that, of said "leader" upholdinghis peoples
pride and leading us out ofthe wilderness of
racism.I thinkwe should get a taskforceto
look into howwe can get some sortof distribution requirement enforced to solve this
problem and prevent something like this
from evenpollutinginboxes again
And as long as we are on the topic, I
want to fire the first salvo in taking the
fight against racism all the way to the
President's House. I call for nothing
less of a complete name change for our
beloved President. Who does this man

halls, public buildings, restaurants, overcome your psychological/behavairports, hospitals, etc.
ioral dependency : as well.
— Saving money**
Smoking is often a behavioral
—Indirect savings from reduced habit that is difficult to give up.
premiums for health , life and
Smoking cessation may be a long
property casualty
process. Most smokers do not quit on
—Reduced medical bills
their first attempt. However, help and
—Reduced costs for repairing support are all around. .
or replacing smoke or cigaretteHealthy Horizons (funded with
da m aged property
tobacco settlement money from the
^""Money saved each-year by-NOT Fund for a Healthy Maine through the
buying'ci'garettes at $4.00'pttck/d_y: 'vfl'Partnership .vFor"A'^YTpbafeCb-Free
111 packs, $730; one pack, $1560; two Maine, Bureau of Health), is sponsorpacks, $4380, three packs $5840.
And , as Prof. Bassett says, you
feel better.
20 minutes after quitting: Your
blood pressure and pulse rate drop
to near normal. Your body temperature of hands and feet increase to
normal.
Eight hours after quitting:
Carbon monoxide level in blood
drops to normal.
24-48 hours after quitting: Ability
to smell and taste is enhanced.
One to nine months after quitting:
Coughing, sinus congestion, fatigue,
shortness of breath decreases, Cilia
regain normal function in the lungs,
increasing ability to handle mucus,
clean the lungs and reduce chance
for infection.
One year after quitting: Excess risk
of coronary heart disease is half that
of a smoker.
Five years after quitting: Lung cancer risk, stroke risk, risk of cancer of
tlie mouth, throat and esophagus is ing an "Adopt-A-Smokcr" event for
the Great American Smokeout (Nov.
reduced to half that of a smoker's.
Why is it difficult to quit? For most 20th.) Youth and adults "pledge" to
smokers, cigarettes have a strong help a loved one, friend or co-worker
physical and psychological/behavioral get through that day smoke-free. If
hold , The physical dependency is a they are successful, the pair is eligible
result of the nicotine. When you stop to win prizes from local businesses.
smoking, you go through nicotine For more information call mc (x3394) or
withdrawal. If you've ever tried to come by the Student Center that day
stop (or been a friend or roommate to (11/20/03)between 11 a.m.nnd 1 p.m.
someone trying to quit), you know
Think it's not worth giving up
symptoms of withdrawal include feel- the pleasure , "peace" and alleged
ing edgy, hungry, tired, short-tem- coolness? Make an appointment to
pered or having difficulty sleeping,
sec mc and take the "Why I
In addition to the physical Smoke" test. Maybe you 're more
dependency, you may also need to ready than you thought.

Why is it difficult
to quit? For most
smokers, cigarettes have a
strong physical
and phycological/behavioral
hold. The physical; dependency is
a result of the
nicotine.When you
stop smoking, you
go through nicotine withdrawal.

I'M NEVER GOING TO RETIRE: Computersscareme more than run-ons

Dave's Barber Shop

vS

I see myself as an
emissary of the
otherwise silent
majority at Colby,
those students disinterested in the
recent "newsworthiness" Colby has
provided...

think he is, calling himself "Bro"? He
is hot a brother, and it is offensive to the
entire community if this affront continues. The battle cry for next week's
digest is, "Name change or death!" .
However, this column would not be
complete without addressing the issue
of the International Students and the
Echo _ desire to create a documentary
on their migratory habits. This issue in
itself could inspire enough apathy to
drive every student to the bottle for the
entire semester. Seeing as hOw that will
already happen, some of us need something to complain about.
And what a handsome example of this
phenomenon has been provided for us
through this event. On one hand,
Weinbergsays they dress differently.This
is true, they do, but it's better than having
a wardrobe based entirely around an
alternately colored Polo shirt each day.
International Students have nothing
to apologize -for, even if they do litter
the campus with cigarette butts. The
way I see it, their proclivity for our cigarettes is good for the economy, good
for America and good for Colby.
All they tried to do was spit on the
Echo—same_iingthatl can understand, seeing howpooriy the writing in this paper (and
this column)sometimes can be. So I'm providing a new course of action: if you don't
liketillscolumn, let me know by spitting on
hand dropping it in intercampusmailfor me
(box 6337).
I hope my words will wake
indifference in my fellow Colby
students and successfully bring us
back to the vibe that Colby is supposed to be about: caring about
nothing more than drinking gallons
and gallons of alcohol. Thank you.

Cigarettes an d their many costs
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"Newsworthiness" seems to have
engulfed the Colby Bubble recently,
shocked the average student, expelled
us from our traditional zones of comfort, provided us with an opportunity
for self evaluation and growth and, in
the end; brought us all closer together
in a' tight knit tapestry of life. Or has it?
I see myselfwritingtoday as writing for
the entire balance of the Colby community
that you don't read about in Digests,
Kassman lettas or the Echo.I see myselfj
instead, as an emissaryofdie otherwisesilent
majority at Colby,thosestudents utterly disinterested in the recent "newsworthiness"
Colby has provided us with This column
aims to unsilence that majority,and set my
overwhelmingapathy fixe for all.
The first subject of contention has
been the Miller Lights and the degree in
which they have been smeared across
the Digest of Civil Discourse. Some
people want them on; and most could
not be more indifferent. To some, these
lights apparently to ruin the celestial
vantage point that lofty Mayflower Hill
endows us with .
My response to this carping goes
something like this; "While you're
fighting light pollution who's strapping
themselves to one of those trees down
by the Colby Green?" And to this they
probably would sigh.
Reading the letter from Dean of Students
andVicePresident for StudentAffairs Janice
Kassman one might think that it was safe to
assume that the Echo had been infiltrated by
MarieTwainhimself—-thatsomerecipient of

our liberal arts education decided to loaf
around the stage with a bale of cottonslung
over his shoulders precipitating a brawl
(much like the one we should stay tuned for
happeningin Foss sometimes soon as a
resuhofPrideWeek)thattook25statetroopas to subdue.
Instead, all that I missed was die further

the computer demanded cookies
in order to. operate. ' What the hell
?is * a computer cookie? I'll just
bet it doesn 't have chocolate
chips.
It' s Sunday afternoon; the
Computer Poobnli's 1 slaves arc all
home making up more complex
ways to do simple things . I'm
stuck. I call a friend who sends
mc to "HELP," nn obvious solution. HELP tells mo to click on
"accept all cookies," an d I mn
homo free. I've acquired enough
cookies , I surmise , to host a birthday party for the children of
Roger Clemens (nil boys: Robert ,

Richard , Rudolph and Rajah). I
can go look nt my course
Enrollment.
No, I can 't. Enrolling , in 133
requires some sort of application. Who
has the applications, if any? How do I
know thnt the applications are not
some kind of cookie? Do the "first
years" know how to "accept all cookies?" The Registrar lists no one in the
course. Have I got the right cookies?
Why do we care so much about bloody
computer cookies? Why do cookies
control our lives?
But you people arc the cookie generation. Cookies and Spam.
God save us alllll

this week
THURSDAY, NOV. 13
-• Real World's Danny Roberts
-8 p.m.' ,
' Spa '
I
•.Woods Tea Company
8 p.m. , .
Mary Low-Coffeehouse
1

' FRIDAY, NOV. 14
j • Internationa! Coffee Hour
' ' 4:30 ->6 p.m.
I
Mary Low Coffeehouse
! • Broadway Musical Revue
'
8 p.m. •
Page Commons
• Colby .Theater and Dance
Department presents "The
Man of Mode"
7:30 p.m.
Snider Theater

SATURDAY, NOV. 15
,i • Colby Theater and Dance
I, . Department presents "The
Man of Mode"
|
7:30 p.m.
Strider Theater
. •- Colby Jazz Ensemble
7:30 p.m
.Lorimer Chapel
. • Broadway Musical Revue
8 p.m.
Page Commons

They did it with the lights on: Shenandoah Shakesp ear e
Exp ress receives enthusiastic welcome in Strider Theater
By KAREN PRAGER
A

STAFF WRITER

.

Shakespeare never rocked like
this. Before Saturday evening's performance of "Two Gentlemen of
four
Shenandoah
Verona,"
Shakespeare cast members came on
to play and sing for the early-arrived
audience. Decked out' in green wigs
and Elvis collared capes, this
Shakespearean fab four sang original
songs plus "My Little Runaway," by
Del Shannon. In the first five minutes, the company had made their
statement: they, were going to have
fun , and the audience was coming
along for the ride.
Shenandoah Shakespeare Express
(SSE) performed in Strider Theater
on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday
nights last week. Colby was part of
their "Excellent Motion Tour" which
included Shakespeare's "Henry IV,
Part One" and "Two Gentleman of
Verona" and Oscar Wilde's "The
Importance of Being Earnest."
Although they are part of a
Shakespeare company, SSE chose to
perform Oscar Wilde's play alongside their , Shakespearean shows.
Their website offers an explanation:
"Shenandoah Shakespeare Express's
attention to fast pace and clear diction makes for a perfect marriage
with Oscar Wilde's hil arious revenge
on the British upper classes." And a
perfect maniage it was.

The touring company applied their
Shakespearean style to Wilde's play
by adding music and casting a man
in a woman's role. They also used
the same pacerthe show moved
quickly with no intermission. The
company also took advantage of the
audience seated on stage and of having all of the lights on. Lines were
often delivered to members of the
audience as characters asked for
advice or validation of their feelings.
Both of the leads, Gregory John
Phelps and James Beard as John
Worthing and Algernon Moncrieff,
gave particularly good performances. Their quick delivery of the
dialogue gave their relationship a
more realistic feeling for the audience. They were just two friends,
chatting in someone's living room.
The cross-gender casting also
worked well with Wilde's p lay.
Dennis Henry p layed Lady
Bracknell, Moncrieff's aunt. Henry
did an excellent job portraying the
over-bearing gentry class woman.
The way he carried himself and his
voice inflections were both particularly well executed. Henry received
his own personal round-of-applause
after a short monologue toward the
end of the show.
SSE's Friday night performance
of "Two Gentleman of Verona" was
also fantastic. The show moved
quickly, the dialogue was sharp, and
the text was well interpreted. Their

New exhibit brings contemp orary
cultural and p olitical art to Colby
transportation used by the poorer classes during the war years. Hatsushiba
STAFFWRITER
responds poignantly to the efforts of
; Cthe-goyejpment $q phase out this old
•'<- JunNguyen-Hatsushiba's.exhibition :\jvay ( ftfqlife,l<forcas.-jthefc drivers?move
of two films, entitled "MATRIX2003: slowly 'either in pairs or solo; they
Memorial Project Vietnam," is current- repeatedly rush to the surface for a
ly on display in the Colby College gasp of air.
Museum of Art until Feb. 8, 2004. The
exhibit, which made its debut at the
University of California, Berkeley, was
brought to Colby partly by the efforts
of Lunder Curator of American Art,
Sharon Corwin.
Jun Nguyen-Hatsushiba, born in
Tokyo in 1968 to a Japanese mother
and Vietnamese father, now lives in Ho
Chi Minh City. His art reflects the
political and cultural climate of present
day Vietnam from the prospective of
its citizens who were directly and indirectly affected by the tragedy of the
Vietnam War.The project seeks to create a memorial to the souls lost in the
escape attempts by "boat people" during the War.
Bodi films showing at the Colby art
Filming in the murky coral environmuseum were filmed in an underwater ment, Hatsushiba demonstrates solisetting using natural lighting, recogniz- darity with and among the taxi driver '
ing the cultural and historical impor- community, as well as the feelings of
tance of water in Vietnam. The first entrapment and futility associated with
film, "Toward the Complcx-For the their struggle. Tlie soundtrack is eerie
Courageous, the Curious, and the and pensive as the racers move toward
Cowards" (2001), depicts a staged an unknown fate, depicted by a kind of
underwater cyclos race, The cyclo, a underwater tomb sitting as a shrine to
bicycle taxi, was a common form of Vietnam's impoverished people.
By MICHAEL GREENBERG
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Filmin g in the
murky coral
environment ,
Hatsushiba
demonstrates
solidary as well
as feelings of
entrapment and
futility.

The second film , "Happy New
Year" (2003), uses the more vivid environment of deep-sea diving to comment on Vietnam's' collective memory
pf the-Tet OfFensiye%f l?68^siirprise
attacks from North Vietnamese troops
during a celebration of the Lunar New
Year.The images in this film are full of
vibrant color. A New Year's Dragon
puppet supported by seven divers
moves among the reef as a "Fate
Machine," or fan-like apparatus filled
with balls of food coloring, randomly
launches bursts of color to the surface.
Throughout the film, the balls float
among the divers and the puppet, often
creating washes of color that quickly
mix and become muddied.
"Happy New Year" is like a dynamic painting, constantly changing form
and reminding us that for the
Vietnamese, the deep ocean echoes the
hope and dangers faced Vietnam's
"boat people" in their efforts to flee the
war-torn country.
"MATRIX 2003: Memonal Project
Vietnam" is worth viewing, but the
exhibit will certainly not appeal to
everyone. As Museum Director Daniel
Roscnfeld notes, the exhibition reflects
the Colby art museum's "teaching
interests" and desire to bring works by
young, multicultural artists. He wants
to expose Colby students to art of a
Continued on Page 8

Student Docent Gallery Lectures Series
encourages involvement in art museum
By SUSAN FRANCIS
, STAFF WRITER

You may not have noticed it, or you
may have recycled it with tlie rest of tlie
Colby mass-mailings, but a recent Colby
College Museum of Art brochure
announcing tlie Student Docent Gallery
Lecture Scries is worth another look.
This interesting scries of lectures runs in
the museum this and next month and tlie
lectures arc actually given by our fellow
Colby students.
. There aro a plethora of reasons to
attend tlie lectures. For example, Cathy
White 'Ofii one of tlie lecturers, pointed
out thnt tlie Colby museum "is a valuable
resource thnt frequently Is not taken
advantage of by the students here."
The lectures, .each about 45 minutes
long, introduce a piece of art, found in tlie
museum, to tlie audience, They provide
ties to tlio community and to tlie museum

that arc otherwise neglected,
The Docent Lecture program has pro-

The diversity of
the pieces chosen is vast. The
pieces of art
range from the
Baroque period
to modern
times.
vided a unique experience for the lecturers, Each lecturer was allowed to go
through not only the .muscum to choose
n piece of art to research, but also
through museum storage, Many of (ho

lecturers chose pieces that had been hidden away in the museum basement for a
long time.
The diversity ofthe pieces chosen by
tlie different lecturers is vast. The pieces
range from the Baroque period to modem times. White was able even to communicate with the artist whose painting
she researched, os he is still working in
New York. Other lecturers researched
pieces with almost no known background, beginning a new line of work
and research on the artwork.
Because the research ends in n lecture,
the lecturers havo the opportunity not
only to work with a variety of resources,
including museum curator Sharon
Corwin, but also to work on their oral
presentation skills.
Corwin said that she felt that tlie oral
component of tlie research project was
one of tlie main advantages ofthe proContinued on Page 8

clear and captivating acting made the
confusing Shakespearean language,
Elizabethan , English, easier for the
audience to in_nage.
Raymond Wortel's performance of
Launce, Proteus' servant, was one of
the highlights of the show. Wortel
had several scenes of dialogue with
his beloved dog, Crab (played by
Dean of Residential Life Ron
Hammond's dog, Wadsworth.) These
scenes were precious, partially
because of Wortel's portrayed emotional attachment to the dog. He also
did a nice job managing when the
dog refused to look at him as he
delivered his lines.
Vanessa Mandeville Morosco,
who played Silvia, also put on an
excellent performance. Silvia is the
most honorable character in the play
and she did a wonderful job projecting this beneficent grace to the audience. It was difficult to see her upset
and struggling because she had done
such a fantastic job developing her
character through her tone of voice
and calm manner on the stage.
SSE's performances in Strider
gave hew life to Shakespeare and
Wilde's plays. Their fast-paced wit,
excellent interpretation and reproduction of Shakespeare's original
staging conditions give their shows a
unique character which deserves
PHOTO COURTESY OF COMMUNITCATIONS
ev en more credit than the sta n ding Shenandoah Shakespeare Express actors Gregory John Phelps and James
ovations they received.
Beard star in "Henry IV."

Beer Review

North of the border:
Scull felt that his label captured his feelings on
beer, because it said, "Happy As A Clam."
STAFF WRITER
Cullen 's did n 't have a twin label. But he overcame
his sad state to say, "Compared to Natty, SoCo and
Last week we went south ofthe border, so this week Labatt, Molson is terrific." This man knows how to
we went north. It has been getting chilly out. This pick a baseline.
Blank took a no-nonsense approach to judging the
week's panelists were Andrew Scull '04, Trevor
Mackesey '04, Aaron Blank '04, Sam Owen '04 and Molson. He pointed out that Molson had an extra half
Timmy Cullen '04. The beers were Labatt Blue and an ounce, was cheaper than Labatt and had a five perMolson Canadian. Pretty sweet, eh?
cent alcohol content. But he was a little miffed at his
First up ofthe Canadians was Labatt. Owen started beer 's rudeness, as it told him to "Stop Staring at
in, "It's kind of watery, but if I
Me."
could say one thing about
Owen said that
Labatt, it's that they put on a
vfolson had "more
good
jazz
festival.
taste to it, but it's not
Otherwise, Labatt is the
i particularly good
ugly stepmother of beers."
taste."
MacKesey added, "It 's so
Except for Cullen ,
flavorless that you don 't
all
of our panelists
even really notice it going
agreed
that Molson
down,"
was
a
better brew
Scull agreed. "Yeah, i
than Labatt. They
it's like a watcrcd-down J
highlig hted
the
wanna-bc-micro brew," ,'j
more flavorful and
he said.
[1
full bodied qualiMost of our panelists
ties of Molson.
felt that Labatt wasn 't
They also liked the
noteworthy. Owen and
Blank were especially
higher alcohol
peeved by Labatt's v i
k,A content, full 12
somewhat lacking M
oz. quantity,
11.5 oz. stature. JH
and the fact
Possibly due to (jma
the, -y 'i twin
its smaller size, jlH
label providBlank comment- mm
ed something
ed that Labatt
nnd
"new
was "better than
fun"
with
a light beer, but
every beer.
not as good as a
Cullen was
real beer."
still
bitter
Cullen wielded
about
his
a different permissing
twin
spective on the
label , so he
beer.
"Since
picked Lnbntt
we're drinking it
ns his preon n-Monday, I
think we should
. ferred beer.
compare it to our
As he exited,
weekend drinks,
lie
stopped
which
were
and snid , "But
Natty and SoCo.
I'm
never
So, I think it's
buying cither
awesome."
of those two."
After a lackluster
Owen
was
review of Labatt, the paninspired by this comment. "You should quote that! It's
elists reached for Molson Canadian. They were immeso true," he said.
diately drawn to Molson 's trademark "Twin Labels"
In the end , it didn 't seem like the cold weather had
(stop by Foss 306 to sec every kind . ever made).
frozen
any of our panelist's taste buds enough for
Mackesey accused his beer of lying, because it rond ,
them
Id
enjoy either beer, despite their slight prefer"I'll Eat Anything."
ence for the Molson,
By BILL YOUNKER
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EVEgoes retro on trip through time

SP' OTUGIJT ^ON THE ARTS
Anne Olmsted f 04
work there. It was
cool; I really want
to go back."
This semester,
Anne Olmsted '04 is a multi- Olmsted is one of
faceted member ofthe artistic com- the students particmunity at Colby. An art major wh- ipating in ; the
an Italian minor, Olmsted has con- Student -Docent
tributed \o many areas ofthe arts in Gallery Lecture
her time at Colby. •
Series at the Colby
Olmsted participated in theater College Museum
in her first year at Colby, but said of Art. On Friday,
that she quickly decided to shift her Nov. 21,' Olmsted
focus' to art. "My older sister was an will present a talk
art major and I kind of followed in about race and
her footsteps," Olmsted said. "I gender in Africantook art classes all through high American artist
school and I started to get into it Kara
Walker's
BETH SWARTyniE COLDY ECHO
pretty seriously when I got here."
painting
"The , Anne Olmsted '04.
Olmsted said she greatly enjoys Gift." She said she
, .
being , involved in the art depart- was partly inspired to give the lec- of the Megalomaniacs since her
ment.. "It's a big part of my life," ture by a sociology class she is tak- sophomore year. "The Jvfegs are
she said. "It's nice, it's not as rigor- ing this semester on race.
awesome," she said.
ous as [other disciplines] here."
"[Walker's] art is very vocal and
Olmsted said she knew in her
As-an art major, Olmsted said rawj-and disturbing at some points," first year at Colby that s h e wanted
she focuses mostly on sculpture and Olmsted said. "Some of her to be part of the group.' "I like
drawing, but added that she is very imagery is a spin-off from the his- singing, and I liked the fuller sound
interested in projects that involve torical contexts that I've been of a.co-ed group," Olmsted said.
work'in multiple media.
learning about."
"We've got a great group .this/year;
"
doing
everything
because
"I like
Olmsted said she is. enjoying we're doing a lot of traveling this
I've had a lot of exposure to all dif- working on the project, and that she semester and it's really fun."'
ferent types'of media," she said.
appreciates the opportunity to do ,
Olmsted has also been a regular
This past summer, Olmsted fur- in-depth research. "It's fun to be cast member in the Broadway
thered her interests in the arts by able to be well-versed in some- Musical Revue, although she said
spending time at an art commune in thing," she said. "In art history she is taking this semester- off: "I
western Massachusetts called classes, you don't always get that thought it was time for a little
Snowfarm. "It was nice because opportunity."
break ," she said. "I've done it for
everyone is there for the same reaIn addition to her talents in the six semesters in a row. But it is a
son," she said of the experience. visual arts, Olmsted is also skilled really fun group to be a part pf."
"You can really be devoted to your musically. She has been a member
By EMMA McCANDLESS
„ y . A&E EDITOR

Colbys' Ethnic Vocal Ensemble (EVE) performed favorite songsf r om the '70 's and '80 's last weekend.

A night of music f rom around the
world with Colby Wind Ensemble
By EMMA McCANDLESS and
KAREN PRAGER
A&E EDITOR AND STAFF WRITER

"Tonight we will actually, literally

ecl ipse the moon," said Eric Thomas,

director ofthe Colby Wind Ensemble,
at the group's opening show of the
season last Saturday night. Although
Thomas was referring to the lunar
eclipse occurring outside, the concert
was, indeed , most impressive. The
program, though n oticeably shorter
than the en semble 's performances in
p r evious y ear s , w as neverthele ss
packed f ul l of varied pieces from a
diverse group of composers.
The concert opened with Johann
Sebastian Bach's "Fantasia and
Fugue in C Minor, BWV 537."
Although this piece seem ed an unusual choice to open wi th, it worked well
to set the mood for the concert. The
ensemble did an excellent job highlighti ng the sect ion's that had a main
theme in the fugue, particularly the
trombones and clarinets. The piece as
a whole was majestic and graceful,
and the ending was particularly, be^tif u lly do ne, building up tension ; Jo
just the right amount and characterized by great timing and cadence.
The next piece was New Mexico
March" by John Philip Sousa, which
was conducted by guest conductor

Rebecca Taylo r '04. Taylor did a
wonderful job giving the band a cleat
pattern to follow and the band stayed
with her very nicely. Taylor's cues
and cut-offs were clear, and the
resulting effect was a lively perfor-

The ensemble
did an excellent
job highlighting
the sections that
had a main
theme in the
fugue, particularly the trombones and
clarinets.
mance of a unique Sousa march.
The final song before inter mi ssio n
was.. "Galop", by, Russian composer
Dmitri Shostakovich. This p iece,
characterized by a catchy theme and a
quick, short, lively tempo, was just
the ri ght thing to close out the first
half of the concert.
Af ter a brief intermission the band

returned, along with Colby College
Chorale members . Christine Jones
'04, Jingjing Zhou '07, Melissa Yosua
'05, David Cheng '06, Canaan Morse
'07 and John Walden '07, to perform
"Grandmother Song," by Native
American composer Brent Michael
Davids. This piece, which Thomas
said was intended to reflect "the
heartbeat of the earth" and the unity
of all living creatures, was a unique
addition to the program. The choir
blended well , acting as just instrument i n the en semble as opposed to
featured vocals. The effect was
unusual, but enjoyable.
Following. "Grandmother Song"
was the aptly titled "Fiddle-Faddle"
by Leroy Anderson. This playful
num ber featu red an adept u se of
dy n am ics , a sh arp u se of rests , and
great c ontr asts between silences an d
musical fortes. It was, as one audience member described it, "just kind
of fun," and a nice departure from the
more serious pieces.
The final selection of the evening
was Jan Van der Roost's "Ponte
Romano^a-yery. dignified piecfethat
^
worked well with the Bflcfrifiiguebtfo
frame the concert. Evocative" of both
marching armies and peaceful pastoral grandeur, this piece was the perfect close to a delightful evening of
truly multicultural band music.

CD Review

Outkast, "Speakcrboxxx (Big Boi) "
Part two of two-part series

By JOSH KAHN

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Okay, I'll admit it: I'm guilty.
When I first heard that Atlanta natives
Andre and Big Boi were writing and
producing their own solo projects for
the upcoming Outkast double disc, I
immediately declared victory in favor
of the former. It seemed like a safe
enough bet—Andre had ever been the
wild-dressing, soul-searching, funkladen answer to the increasing
homogeny in modern-day hip-hop.
lie was the driving force in Outkast,
keeping the sound fresh in spite of
Big Boi's traditional hip-hop tendencies...wasn't he? If anything, Big
Boi 's "Speakcrboxxx" would only
expose him as the one-trick pony
we'd all expected him to be—a "fly
rapper'', without an ounce of musical
ingenuity..Or so wc thought...
Well, after about a month or two of
blind speculation , I have but one
thing to say for myself: shame on
mc...shamc on all of us. While Andre
more than upholds his end ofthe bargain on "The Love Below," it is
"Speakcrboxxx " that provides the
bold, creative punch we've come to
expect from an Outkast record .
Considering the unspoken pressure
he must have felt in proving himself a
capable solo artist, Big Boi delivers
in the clutch. "Spcakcrboxx" is 57

minutes of fearless hip-hop music,
with more than just a touch of funk.
Ironically, it is the first track and
lead single "Ghetto Musick," that
feels a bit out of place on the album.
Big Boi tries the same drum-and-bass
format that scored "Bombs over
Baghdad" large-scale radio success,
and though it's worth a listen for the
nostalgia alone, there's something
that just doesn't feel right this time
around. If you're wondering where
Outkast
that missing ingredient went, you'll
Speakerboxx
find a generous helping of it on each
and every track that follows. It's Listen for the double-time breakdown
called soul and as the weaving guitars at the end of the song-it 's enough to
and tortured vocals of "Unhappy" make you want to jump up, flail your
prove, Big Boi has brought enough arms and sing out loud.
for tlie rest of the class.
Even on "Flip Flop Rock," a calcu"Speakcrboxxx" hits stride on the lated shot at radio play featuring Jayhorn-Inccd "Bowtic," where Big Boi Z, Big Boi manages enough musical
crafts his very own brand of "dirty and lyrical imagination to maintain
south*' funk. His ability to experiment his integrity. Still , "Speakcrboxxx" is
with new styles while maintaining an at its best when Big Boi delivers
unmistakably "Outknstian" sound is unadulterated emotion in his verses,
so remarkable, you may just forget as he does on "Knowing." He's not
that you're listening to some of the afraid to admit that "from this point
most forward-thinking hip-hop in the on, it only gets rougher," and when he
last decade. If you need n reminder, shouts it with serious conviction in
flip to "The Rooster," a chaotic mix the chorus, it's hard not to believe
of piano, trumpet, and wah-wah gui- him. "Speakcrboxxx " is a testament
tar that finds order underneath Big to Big Boi's brillionco as nn artist ,
Boi's hypnotic flow. His rhymes are and it answers his critics with a funky
no less impressive on "Church ," slap in the face. Who says it can't be
where he's joined by a soulful choir fun listening to genius?
in his quest to redefine holy music,
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SO, WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR?
Come and join the FIESTA!

MUST-READ BOOKS
EORsTHteQ-LEGE STUOENT- ?
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In an age when we mostly hear about
a novel because of some list it's made
or because of some award it's garnered,
you probably heard of "The
Corrections" because of tlie list it didn't
make. After the novel came out, Oprah
Winfrey (a.k.a "THE OPRAH!")
placed it on her Book Club list, thus virtually guaranteeing the book best-seller
status and Franzen a hefty royalties \
check. However, Franzen promptly
asked Oprah to remove the book from
her list, due to Oprah's questionable
position of one who is qualified to be an
arbiter of American literature. This
makes Franzen my Elvis—I mean,
c'mon, the guy questioned the god-like
infallibility of Oprah.
But enough about how I want to be
Jonathan Franzen, I've talked to a few
people who have read this novel, "The
Corrections," and I've heard mixed
results. Those who didn't enjoy the
book all seemed to say the same thing:

861-4649
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"It was too like my own family." And I
can't really blame anyone who says this
statement about the novel; "The
Correctionis"scrutinizesAmerican family life-with, such , unflmchmg? candor
that even during the most amusing
scenes ofthe novel, you will grimace as
you smile.
Throughout this chronicle of the
mis-adventures of the mid-Western
Lambert family, I was laughing so hard
that my face hurt, but it was the kind of
laughter that you would qualify with an
"Oh wow, that's awful" or "That's so
awkward." With the Lambert family,
you laugh at them, but not unconditionally, because then you realize you're
laughing at yourself.
The premise of "The Corrections" is
simple enough-the geriatric duo of
Alfred and Enid Lambert wants their
three grown children to come home to
spend what threatens to be their last
Christmas together as a family unit.
However, despite this seemingly contrived construction of plot, "The
Corrections" does not pander to the
type of reader in search of a quaint and
comfortable story of family togetherness. Instead, tlie novel can be read as
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VIETNAM: Newshow

exploresnewmedia

Continued from Page 7

"new generation" of artists emphasizing the artists ' positioning in contemporary culture and the increasing
need to be cross-departmental in the
arts at Colby and beyond.

involvedinmuseum

a case

of
Wc now have (lie
import beers in Central Maine

an attempt to deconstruct the myth of
the "nuclear American family."
The Lambert "children"all have separate issues- to deal with that .- present
Obstacles :'!'- the -Way of^tHis family
togetherness; Chip, the youngest, Vis 'a
former tenure-track assistant professor
whose drug-fueled affair with a student
gets him fired . before he eventually
flees overseas to embezzle funds from a
small Eastern
is European nation; Gary,
the oldes^ clinically depr essed an d
locked in a power struggle with his wi fe
for his children's love; and finally,there
is the youngest, Denise, who is having
a Sapphic love affair with the wife of
the man who is financing her restaurant
(and with whom she is also sleeping).
The story has an interesting resolution that, fittingly, takes place at
Christmastime, and which lends new
meaning to tlie term "dysfunctional."
Besides this being one of my favorite
books, and also disregarding the fact
that I think I may have a platonic mancrash of Jonathan Franzen, I will leave
you with a final sealing point on why
you should read this book: it established the first anti-Oprah reading list.
Read this book.
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"Th^Corrections ": Too good for Opr ah
but just right for Colby 's must-read list

Continued from Page 7

gram, which she conceptualized along
with VcroniqucPlesch in the art department. Most students nt Colby write
research papers and articles, but few get
tlie chance to orally present their work,
a skill thnt, according to Coiwin, it is
important to develop. At the end ofthe
project, each lecturer will also write nn
abstract, which \yill be published in the
mus eum 's newsletter.
Tho Student Docent Gallery Lecture
Scries will continue through the month
of November and December,Fot; a complete schedule ofthe lecturers and tppics
to be discussed, visit the museum'sWebsite nt htlp://www,colby.cdii/museum.

Marathon draws thousands plus Colby partici pant s Inexorable truths: the list
By ERICA AYOTTE
SPORTS EDITOR

Several members of the Colby
including
Chris
community,
Sussman '02, Natalie Ginsburg '07
and Associate Professor of History
and Director of STS Paul
Josephson, were among the 35, 104
people who ran the 26.2-mile New
York City Marathon on an unusually warm autumn day Nov. 2. The
popularity of the marathon with
spectators and runners alike has
grown exponentially since its
inception in 1970 when the 55 finishers were awarded with recycled
bowling ball trophies according to
www.nyrrc.org.
Though fellow Kenyans Margaret
Okayo and Martin Lei won the
women's and men's races respectively, those not in contention to compete
with the best in world ran for the
experience, for the accomplishment
and some, like rapper P. Diddy, ran to
raise money for charities.

_§_l_iF '
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Josephson is an avid marathoner.
The NYC Marathon marked his
final marathon for the year. He
raced in over 5 marathons this year
before competing in NYC's.
Josephson had a difficult race. He
sprained his ankle due to a piece of
metal shrapnel in the road during
the first mile ofthe race: He continued to run the 25 remaining miles
and still finished 30 minutes ahead
of P. Diddy.
Ginsburg, a member of the track
and cross country teams in high
school, viewed the race as a challenge to overcome. "I have been
training since mid-June, following a
schedule from the New York City
Marathon website with suggestions
from a family friend that has run it
multiple times, " she explained. "I
had never been to [New York City],
so it was a great way to see all of
the city and get a feel for the people," Ginsburg continued. "It's
amazing how enthusiastic everyone
is. The entire race, not including the

Queensboro Bridge, is lined on both
sides with people cheering, handing
out food and water and paper tow-

I had never been
to New Yor k
City so it was a
great way to see
all of the city
and get a feel for
the people.
Natalie Ginsberg '07
Student

els. It's a really well organized
event that the whole city gets in to.
I had planned out encouraging topics to think about for each mile, but
I never thought about them because
I was so interested in watching all

ofthe runners and spectators."
Sussman, former coordinator of
Colby Cares About Kids, had prior
marathon experience. "This was my
third marathon," he explained. "My
firstjtwo were NYC in 2001 and the
Burlington City Marathon this past
May. I did [New York City] in 2001
and I'm really drawn to the race's
festive atmosphere. It is like a party
in motion and the sheer size of the
race is incredible."
Sussman continued, "Although I
was a little concerned with my time,
the adrenaline rush of seeing all
these [friends] who traveled from
Baltimore, [Md.], Waterville, [Me]
and Westford, Mass. respectively
outweighed everything else. They
were very loud, had really awesome
signs and apparel and were generally pumped to see my running
among the masses with a spiked red
mohawk, a little flair so they could
see me easily ! Getting to talk and
chat with other marathoners was
also really great."

JBF 22 Silver Street , Dowi-towse Waterville , ftfaine
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Directions: Take Mayflower Hill Drive toward Maine General. Take left
onto Eustis Dr. to light. Go straigh t through light and keep straight until
College Ave. Take left and Pad Thai is approx 1/8 mi on left.

54 North St. Waterville , ME. — 207-877-9200

We Deliver!
Hours: Monday-Thursday 8 a.m.- 9 p.m. Friday & Saturday8 a.m.-10 p.m. Sunday 11 a.m-9 p.m.
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improve at ECACs." Tyson and the
rest ofthe top seven runners will try to
break into the top four teams in New
England, which would send them to
the N.C.A.A. Championship race in
Hanover, Ind.
The top six runners took advantage
of the Saturday off by running a
threshold workout at the regional
course. Head Coach Todd Coffin
noted that there is the possibility for
"psychological pressure to be counterproductive, especially for the young
guys." He and the team try to stay
relaxed, as it is better to run calmly
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and smartly than it is to let your emotions get the best of you.
At the regional meet, the top four
teams in each division advance to the
N.C.A.A, race, and the top nine individual finishers will also compete for
national recognition. "I think we have
done everything we can do to prepare
for the race and it looks to be the best
and most exciting race ofthe season,"
Reinauer added.

Spring
Break
04
with
Studentcity.com and Maxim! Get
hooked with free trips, cash nnd VIP
status as a campus rep! Choose from
15 of the hottest destinations.
www.studcntcity.com or call 1-888SPR1NGBREAK
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Ill a week that
has been full of
controversy at
Colby, I figured I
would throw
some more fuel
on the fire by
compiling a list.

Spring Break
Classifieds

42 Elm St.

q\J^

In a week that has been full of controversy at Colby, I figured I would
throw some more fuel on the fire by
compiling a list of things that are unalterable, inexorable truths. After all,
this isn't the Opinions' section of the
paper. So, soak it up and enjoy, and if
you don't agree, send me an e-mail in
the Digest of Civil Discourse. Just
don't expect me to read it.
Concerning professional sports:
-Mark Messier is too old to die.
-Teams in the NFL should go long
more on third-and-short.
-Next year will be Joe Torre's last
in pinstripes.
-Mike Modano is not the greatest
classmen, not first-years.
American hockey player.
-Bill Sodoma, Colby's sports infor-Best running-back in the league:
Priest Holmes.
mation director, is the best in the
-David Aebischer is not getting the NESCAC.
-Best part about January: not being
job done in Colorado.
-Best Disappearing act: New York on campus.
-Colby shouldn't have classes on
Giant Ron Dayne.
-Everyonewants to see the Lakers lose. Fridays.
-The Chicago Blackhawks have
-CBB champions: Colby football
the best jersey in professional sports. team.
-For the Cubs: next year, not this
-Bro Adams is doing a great job as
year.
president.
-Keep instant replay.
Odds 'n Ends:
-Biggest forgotten home run: '96
-Homer Simpson is the societal
World Series, Jim Leyritz, game three. icon of our times.
-Most underrated NBA superstar:
-John Madden is a misunderstood
Kevin Garnett
genius.
-Grady Little deserved better.
-Coors Light commercials over
Concerning Sportscenter:
Miller Light commercials.
-There's nothing like a blooper reel.
-"Sportscenter" is the greatest
news source on television.
-Impressionist over Renaissance.
-The best current "Sportscenter"
-Definition of a poster-child: Jason
Kidd's son, T.J..
anchor is Stuart Scott.
-The best "Sportscenter" anchor
-Toss-up:Radiohead and Coldplay.
-Ray Lewis: One-time murderer,
combo in history is Dan Patrick and
now NFL poster-child.
Keith Olberman.
-Today's best sportswriter: "Sports
-The best classic "Sportscenter"
Illustrated's" Gary Smith.
anchor is Charlie Steiner.
-The one bad thing about
-Today's most overrated sportswriter:
"Sportscenter:" commercial' break "Sports niustrated's"Rick Reilly.
'The truth: "; '" ;iv ' """ ¦" .' "' ' ^ :
during "Top Ten Plays."' ; " " "
The Ins and Outs:
-Less work, more fun: bulleted list
-Carmelo, not LeBron.
over regular column.

Continued from Page 12

8" 10" 16" Pizza
Free Pepsi Product with any
PIZZA
All Different Kinds of Sandwiches
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-Beast, not Natty.
-Sugarloaf, not Sunday River.
-American League, not National
League.
-Rare, not well-done.
Inside the Colby bubble:
-Sausage patties are the most
underrated food served in the dining
halls.
-Vegetarian meatball subs are the
most ironic.
-Triples should be given to upper-
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Spring Break 2004! TYavel with
Bench Life Vacations! America's
Student Tour Operatorl Jamaica,
Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas, Florida.
Sell Trips, Earn Cash, Travel Free!
Hurry—Book Nowl call 1-800-7336347 www.benchlifcvacations.com
STS Spring Break 2004. Travel with
STS. America 's ill Student Tour.
Operator to Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas, and Florida. Now
hiring campus reps, Cull for group discounts. Information/Reservations. 1800-648-4849 OR www.stslravel.com
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CAITLI N CLEAVER <06

KIWI PRESCOTT '04

Alyssa Henley '04

VOLLEYBALL
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NOAH BALAZS/ THE COLBY ECHO

Henley, captai n of vol leyball an d a four year starter, posted 298 kills, 51
assists and 44 service aces. In the backcourt she bumped up 225 digs and
earned 51 assists.

NESCAC Player ofthe Week Sept. 5 Prescott holds the Colby record for
assists in a three-game match, a four-game match and a five-game match,
as well as the record for career assists that extends over 3,000. She leads
the NESCAC in service aces per game and was chosen to participate in the
senior All-Star tournament.

With 417 kills this season, Cleaver broke Colby's single-season kill
record and brought her career total to over 700. She is second in the conference for total kills, and for her efforts was honored as NESCAC Player
ofthe Week Nov. 3. Cleaver also tallied 55 service aces and 15 solo blocks.

NATE MYLREA '05

JAC KIE DA0 '05

NAT BROWN '05

'
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LAUREL GAOLERS/ THE COLBY ECHO

Mylrea scored six tries this season at the outside center position. As the
backs' captain he lead the team to third place in the Northeast Division.
Mylrea was honored as Rookie of the Year in 2001..

MEN 'S CROSS COUNTRY

WOMEN'S RUGBY

MEN 'S RUGBY
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A three-year veteran ofthe team, Dao was the leading scorer on the team
with 15 points. She was also honored as the team's Most Valuable Player.
:

GREG DUPUY '04
GOLF

laurel oAninn/ tub cairn caio

Co-Cnptnin of the Golf team , Dupuy led the mules in the NESCAC tournament nt Williams College this fall with a twenty first place finish will.
scores of 42 nnd 40, leaving him at eleven over par.

BILL YOUNKER W:
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Co-Coptnin of tlio Golf tcnm . Younker ndded lendership and experiencti! to ihe team, and in . the NESCAC tournament at AJVitliams College this foil
he finished nt twenty ninth wltli 'scores of 42; nnd 41, finishing the tpumn1
l
• ment nt twelve over par.
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LAUREL GAOLER/ TIE COLBY ECHO

Brown has been a consistent top runner for Colby. He is the 2003 State
of Maine Champion and earned First Team All-NESCAC this season as
well. He is also a three-time N.C.A.A. Championship participant, threetime Colby Runner ofthe Year and also earned All-New England Division
in honors for the past three years.

RYAN BOCCUZZI '05
MEN 'S SOCCER

LAUflEL QAIILnn/TIIR COI.IIY ECHO

Boccuzzi led the Colby men's team in both goals and points this fall. He
ranks seventh in NESCAC for points with 21 total (1.50 per game).
Boccuzzi ranks fifth in the NESCAC in goal scoring with eight and led the
Mules as the team 's lone cnptitin during the season.

LAUREN SMITH '05

KRISTIN PUTNAM '05

FIELDHOCKEY

FIELDHO CKEY

FOOTBALL

FOOTBALL

NOAH BALAZS/ THE COLBY ECHO

I

Smith, at defensive back, scored two goals, tallied five assists, shot eight
balls on net and made one defensive save making her a threat on both sides
of the field. Her multiple assists were enough to earn her 14th place in
NESCAC in that category. She started all ofthe Mules' games this season.

GREG LYNCH '04

BRANDON IRWIN '04

LAUREL QAOLER/ THE COLBY ECHO

Primarily a defensive back, the Colby football team's captain saw time
on both sides of the ball this season. As of Nov. 2, Irwin totaled six kick
returns for 146 yards and an average of 24.3 yards per return. On defense
he tallied 40 tackles, (26 solo, 14 assisted).

On the defensive line, Lynch was a run-stopper for the Mules in 2003.
He earned 38 total tackles, Lynch also acquired five quarterback hurries
and 1.5 sacks, as well as five tackles for loss of yardage,

KARINA J OHNSON <05

JESS MINTY '06

WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
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a Johnson placed 18 overall nt tho NESCAC Championship Mect^nnd^'j
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NOAH BALAZS/ THE COLBY ECHO

An Ail-American selection in 2002, Bonner led Colby in goals (15),
points (33) and shots on goal (59). Her point-tally ranks third in the
NESCAC, while she rankssecond in goals. As a forward, Bonner also contributed one defensive save this season.

JOHN GOSS '06
FOOTBALL

LAUREL GAOLER/THE COLOY ECHO

A Kicker and punter, Goss led the team in scoring with 30 points as of
. Nov. 2. He went 8-9 in field goals with the longest from 49 yards. Goss lifted 47 punts for a total of 1,534 yards, an average of 33 yards per punt, with
the longest reaching 66 yards.

WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
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NOAH BALAZS/ THE COLBY ECHO

•Putnam started 14 of the team's 15 games in the backfield during the
2003 season and has started 40 of 44 games in her career. She added nine
defensive saves to her career-total of 23. During the 2001 season, she was
named Colby's Rookie of the Year, and during the 2002 season she was
named Best Defensive Player.

WENDY BONNER '05

" "'
\> .

NOAH (MLA2B/ THE COLDV ECHO

Minty, Inst season's Rookie of the Year, placed third in the State of
Maine Meet (19:12 5K) in the 2003 sonson and wns nnmed to the AllMaine team for her efforts, Her personal beat on a 5K. course this season
wns 18:32,

ILLUSTRATION OV STEVEN A. WEINnCRQ

All of the nthletcs in the Fnll Mule Pack were nominated by thoir respective
coaches and selected by the Echo stnff. The Echo did not receive nominations for
the women's soccer team.

this week
an sports

Men 's rugby f i nishes third in Northern Conf erence Nov. 9
a trip to the nationals. Middlebury
beat Colby to march their way'into the
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
finals with the Coast Guard Academy,
This weekend was marked as the who took home the 10-9 win and the
"highlight of New England rugby," as bid to the nationals.
The Panthers dealt to Colby their
Darren Ince, a visiting student from
Ireland said, as the top college and first loss of the season at Semi-finals
club team s, both men's and women's, by a score of 7-18.
1
"It was a really good match because
met to play for a bid to the national
it
was
very competitive and we don't
tournament held in the spring. This
festival of New England rugby fea- get to see that very often. It was an
tured many top college teams includ- 'any given day' match between us
ing, Middlebury College, the Coast [Middlebury and Colby]," Co-Captain
Guard Academy, Colby, Columbia Nate Mylrea '05 said. Colby made a
University and more. Colby was seed- valiant effort to make the tournament,
ed seventh and matched up with the out-playing their opponents all season
to the tune of 94-15. The Mules
higher seeded teams.
Two weekends ago Colby entered allowed the fewest points in the
the tournament matched up with the Division II Northern Conference and
number-two seeded State University finished at the top of the league with
of New York-New Paltz. The Mules an undefeated 5-0 record. CBB rivals
won and handed New Paltz a loss and Bates and Bowdoin finished the season well behind the Mules with
a ticket home.
This past weekend the Mules trav- records of 2-3 and 2-2 respectively.
In the loss to Middlebury, Coeled to semifinals at the University of
Massachusetts-Amherst to play Captain Ryan Lochhead '04 scored
NESCAC rival Middlebury, the number the only try of the game for the Mules
three seed, who stole Colby's hopes for and played "a great game," according
By RYAN GLENNON

to Ince. After starting out strong and
keeping the game close and exciting,
"the set plays began to not work as well
as they had hoped and Middlebury capitalized on a few turnovers that resulted
from the broken plays," Ince said.
Controversial officiating did not help
Colby's cause, as many of the calls
were in Middlebury's favor.
Sunday brought about, a match
between Colby and the State
University of New York-Binghamtpn,
in which the two were fighting for the
third finish in the tournament. Colby
edged out the Bearcats in extra time
with a score of 24-17, but only after
coming back from a 7-17 deficit, for a
third place finish to close to the season.
Jeremy Robbins '05 scored the gamewinning try for the Mules. Spencer
Koury '06 "played an excellent and
aggressive game, leaving with a concussion, taking one for the team," Ince
said. Koury was moved to hooker this
year and has excelled at this hew position and "the future looks good for
him there," Ince said.
The best play of the game, accord-

Football edges out Polar Bears; CBB
title reclaimed in final game of 2003
By ZACH RUSSEM
STAFF WRITER

The Colby football team reclaimed
the CBB title, usurping defending
champions Bates College, in a 7-6
defeat of Bowdoin College in their
final game ofthe season., C,olhy-defeated Bates Oct. 25 by a score, p£27-44> Bowdoin's 0-7 record promised to be
no contest for Colby.However a similar
outlook last year resulted in a narrowly
won Colby 32-27 comeback victory
against the Polar Bears. This year's
contest would prove even tighter.
The game, was scoreless after the
first quarter with the tie preserved by
Mike Civitello 's '05 block of a
Bowdoin 23-yard field goal attempt in
the second quarter.
However, Colby again had to
regroup after the Polar Bears went up
6-0 in the second quarter. Bowdoin
took the lead on a one-yard quarterback sneak, but Bowdoin's kicking
woes would resurface and prove costly. Bowdoin kicker Dan Hayes '05
missed the extra point and Bowdoin
would lead only 6-0 at haiftime.
Colby took the kickoff in the second half and the Mules threatened
three times before they finally scored.
The first drive was lost when from the
Bowdoin 23-yardline quarterback
Justin Smith '07 threw an interception. After a Bowdoin punt, Colby
drove to the Bowdoin 14-yardlinc,

when instead of kicking a 31-yard
field goal, the Mules failed to convert
a fourth-down and seven and turned
the ball over on downs.
After another punt Colby began
their third march ofthe half to the end

We are proud of
#Kat we accomplished this
year , especially
in improving
upon last year 's
results .
Brandon Irwin '04
Captain

.

zone. The key connection of the drive
was a 50-yard play-action pass from
Smith to wide receiver Stephen
Markesich '05. Running back Aaron
Stepka '05 capped off the drive scoring on a four-yard run in the first
minute ofthe fourth quarter.
Kicker John Goss '06 nailed the
extra point and Colby had a 7-6 lead.
The Mules intercepted the ball on
Bowdoin 's final two drives to preserve the victory.
Colby escaped what could have
been a terrible upset and the missed
extra point proved prophetic.

Colby last won the CBB in 2001
and has won the title 12 of the last 16
years. The Colby-Bowdoin rivalry is
the third longest in Division HI history beginning in 1892. In addition to
winning the CBB title, Colby finishes
with their best record at 5-3 since
2000 when.they went 7-1 and tied
Amherst; - College i. and .. M iddleb ury
College ifor .therNew England Small
College Athletic Conference title. The
last two years Colby has finished at 44 and landed in the middle ofthe pack
in the NESCAC standings. Not only
did the Mules finish with their best
record , since 2000, they also earned
their highest final standing in the
NESCAC since 2000. Their 5-3
record put the Mules in a tie for third
place with Tufts University. Captain
Brandon Irwin '04 commented on the
success of the season, "We are proud
of what we accomplished this year,
especially in improving upon last
year's results. The seniors feel satisfied that they are leaving the team
with it heading in the right direction,"
Williams College (6-2) finished in
second and Trinity College at 8-0 won
their second-straight league title.
After eighteen years as the head
coach of the Colby football program,
Tom Austin, NESCAC's longesttenured football coach announced
Tuesday to his surprised team that he
will not be returning for the 2004 season.

Top runn ers rest; sub-varsity men
a nd women surp rise comp etition
By JOHN DcBRUICKER
STAFF WRITER

Colby 's cross country tennis rested
their top runners nt Inst Snturd ny 's
Eastern College Athletic Conference
championship rnce in prcpnrntlon for the
Mew England championshi ps Saturday
nt the University of Southern Maine 's
Twinbrook course. Mcnnwhilo, the seventh through 13 men nnd the eighth
through 14 women held their own nriil
managed to surprise n few varsity tenms.
Tho women took fifth plnco overall, nnd
tho men came in 14.
Co l by 's sub-vnrsity women foil
behind Keene Stnto College and the
Const Guard Academy 's varsity teams,
while also edging out Vnssnr College 's
top seven runners. Head Conch Deb
Aitken expected Willinms College nnd
Middlebury College to finish in the top
two and wns pleasantly surprised to see
her runners place nhciul of Bates
College, Tufts University nnd Amherst
College, nil of whom gnve the Mules
trouble this season,
Karen Prisby '07, Anna Somo '04,

Cassandra Cote '04 and Briannn Tiifts
'07 took 37, 40, 42 and 46 place
respectively and each beat their last
six-kilometer time by one or two minutes. This acceleration impressed

It was good to
see Tyson come
back and take
the seventh
spot . He came
into the season
in pretty decent
shape.
Erlc Relnauer '04

Trl-Captaln

Aitken , who noted that this was n particularly difficult day for running with
the challenging course nnd brutally
cold weather.

Aitken wanted to make sure her top
seven runners would be rested and prepared completely for the regional championshi ps on Saturday. They ran a slow
five-mile run Inst Snturdny, and n sixmile workout Sunday, stressing the
importance thnt they get plenty of rest ns
ilicy shorten their workouts. Aitken says
thnt the most important thing now is to
"bring thein down to n penk ," not
expending too much of thoir energy this
close to such a pivotal race.
\
After whnt hns been n close nnd evenly matched competition for the seventh
spot on tho men's team all yew, TrlCnptnin John Tyson '04 earned the spot
for good with his timo of 28:21.5 1 over
eight kilometers. Bryan Gattis '07 enme
in 17 seconds behind Tyson. Tri-cnptnin
Eric Reinauer '04 remarked , "It wns
good to see Tyson come back nnd tnke
tho seventh spot. He onme into the season in pretty decent sliupo nnd then
became anemic for most of tho season,
Things started to como together for him
nt NESCACs, nnd he continued to
Continued on Page 9

THURSDAY, NOV. 13
• SnowSports Expo
10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Boston, Mass.
FRIDAY, NOV. 14
• SnowSports Expo
10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Boston, Mass.

PH0TO COURTESY OF ANDREW SCULL

Men's rug by struggled against NESCACfoe Middlebury College Sunday.
ing to Mylrea, was a try scored by Eric
Brockmeyer '05, who ran from 60
meters breaking two open field tackles
and then hurdling another as he
jumped into the trizone for the score:
"It was the best p lay I've ever seen,"
Mylrea said. With lots of substitutions, Colby was able to keep fresh
and maintain their intensity through-

out the game and into extra time to
pull out the win over Binghamton.
The Mules finished the tournament
with a third place rank and although it
is not a trip to the nationals, "a third
place finish isn 't too bad a season,"
Jon Evans '04 summed up.

SATURDAY,NOV. 15
• Women's Cross Country
NE Division III
@ USM/Cumberland Center
• Men 's Cross Country
NE Division III
@ USM
• Men 's Swimming and Diving
12- 6 p.m.
vs.
CBB Relays
|
• Women's Swimming and
Diving
12- 6 p.m.
vs. CBB Relays
• Women's Basketball
3:30- 6 p.m,
vs. Alumni Scrimmage
• SnowSports Expo
10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Boston, Mass.

Volleyball advances to semifinal round
of NESCAC Champs but falls to Bates
By ERICA AYOTTE
SPORTS EDITOR

Last weekend Colby volleyball traveled to Williamstown, Mass. to compete
at the New England Small College
Athletic Conference Championshi ps
hosted by Williams College. In the quarterfinal match, the Mules overcame
Wesleyan University 3-2, while succumbing to Bates College 1-3 in a semifinal match that ended their season.
For the second time this season,
Wesleyan proved tenacious to the end
in the back-and-forth match Nov. 7.
The Mules went up 36-34 in the first
game, but went down 28-30 in the second. Colby stepped up their intensity
and won the third game 30-19, the
largest margin ofthe match, However,
the Mules could not hang on to their
lead and lost the fourth 23-30, forcing
the match into the fifth and final
game. With the team 's season barely
hanging on, Colby finally sent the
Cardinals home with a 15-11 win to
clinch the match.
The Mules ' front line was fierce
with 68 total kills. Megan Devlin '06
contributed 16, while Caitlin Cleaver
'06, Johanna Schroeder '04 and
Captain Alyssa Henley '04 added 14,
13 and 10 respectively. Both Cleaver
and Schroeder earned quick points by
smacking four and three service aces
respectively past the Cardinals. In the
backcourt Jennifer Radcliffc '06 dug
up 25 balls, Devlin bumped up 21 and
Kim Prescott '04 got under 20. Abbey
Stella '04 tallied with three blocks.
"This yenr, wc were able to get past
that first round glitch that had slowed
us down in past years," Stelln said.
"Wc did not play well , but wc did play
with heart, and at no point in the
match, even during the fifth game
when wc gnve up our lend, did any
one of us believe that wc were not
going to win the match,"
Colby earned a night's rest before
returning to Williams to fnee the
team's nemesis, Bates, in the semifinal match of the tournament. The
Bobcats were the proverbial thorn in
the Mules' sides this fall. During the
rcgulor season Bates and Colby faced
each other four times. Colby wns able

Ki>nu nun rni

Bates ended volleyball 's season in the semifinals ofthe NESCACtourney
to get by the Bobcats 3-0 in their first
match up Sept, 12, but could not find
the holes in the Bates' line up for the
rest of the season, including the
team 's season-ending loss to the
Bobcats Nov. 8.
Colby took the first game 30-24,
but could not brenk the match open,
eventually.losing 1-3 (30-24, 28-30,
24-30, 27-30).
On the attack Cleaver loomed large
with 19 kills , followed by Henley with
13, Devlin with 12 and Stella with 10.
The defense was spread out more than
usunl with Radcliffc talcing 24 digs,
Devlin with 18, Prescott with 14 and
12 nnd 10 by Cleaver and Henley
respectivel y. Stella explained , "It was
incredibly hard to lose to Bates in the
championships my senior year ju st
because we have such n strong rivalry,
but they showed up to play and on that
day, and ns much ns I hate to admit it,
they deserved to win the match."
This match marked the end of the
collegiate careers of the team's four
seniors ; Henley, Prescott , Schroeder
nnd Stella.

"I can easily say that volleyball has
been my favorite part about Colby,"
Stella said, "Candice [Parent] is not
only my coach, but she is a friend who
I can talk to about all aspects about my
life. Her and Mark [Parent ] are the best
coaching pair; they each teach skills in
a different sense and complement tlie
other beautifully. I looked forward to
practice every day, which is a direct
attribute to the coaching."
Stella continued , "My teammates
arc probably the main reason that I
loved volleyball so much. Wc are not
only close on the court, but off [as
well], and the 11 other girls on the team
arc 11 of my closest friends on campus.
I am the most sad about not getting to
see every one of my teammates every
day now that the season is over, I was
truly lucky to be pnrt of such a close,
fun [and] talented team, nnd I will
remember my experiences ns a member of [Colby volleyball] forever."
Colby volleyball finished the season with a 9-3 NESCAC record and
nn overall record of 23-9,
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A collection of the fnll season 's best athletes as
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The whole truth and nothing but

Columnist CHiT White '06 explores the inexorable truths of his generation.
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